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punticiella
Alistano asturleones localism: the bable's own diminutive, ( - iello, - iella ) bridge, equivalent to puentecilla.  These
bridges consisted of the installation of large stones on streams or creeks.

punto de rocio
Dew point: dew temperature, temperature which begins to condense the water vapour contained in the air, which is
100% humidity, making that vapor dew, fog, water droplets hanging from the branches of trees or anything else or frost
when the temperature is very low. In the dew point affect three variables: ambient temperature, humidity and
atmospheric pressure.

pupilas isotonicas
pupils isotonic is incorrectly written and should be written as 'isocoricas pupils' being its meaning:<br>The pupils are " 34
windows; located in the central part of the iris of the eye, darker colors, where it penetrates the light to the interior of the
eye so the retina can see and interpret objects from the outside world. When pupils have the same size doctors call
them isos ise ison isocoricas: equal and choros chorou: space, extension and volume. When they are unequal, they call
them anisocoricas.

pusilamine
pusilamine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "coward" being its meaning:<br>It comes from the latin "
pusillanimis pusillus animis "   ( soul small, petty ) as opposed to " magnus animis "   ( 41 great soul;. Etymologically it
means of petty, little magnanimous spirit. Subsequently its meaning evolved to " coward, Miss value and willingness to
confront the difficulties of life, fearful, timid, timid ".

puyol
Puyol: Spanish Pujol and bench and in Valencian also Puchol, Puzol or Puçol, surname and toponymic Spanish from
catalan origin derived from the medieval latin podiolum ( mound, Hill 41, diminutive of podium which in classical latin
was a tier of the amphitheatre with preferred seating and also lateral pedestal around the temples that had steps only on
the front. Currently is used as a Latinism which designates the pedestal to winners of competitions climbing several as
the of the Olympics, but in our language is better to use the podium. Between the asturleoneses the piles are seats
attached to the walls in places with certain amplitude where sitting down to chat in the summer or for mayar flax in the
autumn stone streets.

q
In addition to the eighteenth letter in our alphabet, is a novel by Luther Blissett 4 Italian writers collective pseudonym:
Roberto Bui, Giovanni Cattabriga, Federico Guglielmi and Luca di Meo.  It traces the journey of an Anabaptist radical of
the 16th century by the turbulent Central Europe of reform, pursued by Q, a spy of Cardinal Giovanni Pietro Carafa.  He
took part in the war of the peasants of Thomas Müntzer and in the Münster rebellion.

q significa basofilos
q means basophils is incorrectly written, and should be written as "basophil" being its meaning:<br>Type of leukocytes
or white blood cells than to be subjected in a blood test to a hematoxylin or Romanowsky stain their granules are stained
blue ( they have a predilection for the basic blue colour which is etymologically meaning basophil, from the Greek basis
baseos: base, pedestal, and philos philou: friend ). Basophils in normal individuals must be maximum 1% of the total
leukocytes. One higher number means presence of infection or allergy against that basophils react with a vasodilator,
histamine.



qiyan
Similar al-Indalus singing slaves in their artistic and intellectual preparation to Japanese geisha or Greek hetairas. 
Courtesans expert in singing and musical composition, in literature and history, in drawing and calligraphy and in the
performing arts as a realization of chinese shadows.  There were training centers in Basra, Medina and Baghdad, then
also in Cordoba. 

quando o tiçao funga, ou vento ou chuva
Quando o tiçao funga , ou vento ou chuva : Cuando el tizón funga , o viento o lluvia .  So say my countrymen and
brothers of Tras Os Montes describing a situation that is very familiar to me: In the harsh winter of my childhood being in
the fire sometimes there was a blight.  As if it had inside an air pocket that came out through a point, it launched a small
flame in one direction emitting a characteristic sound for 3 0 4 seconds that stood out in the silences of the conversation.
 

que adonde se piensa que hay tocinos, no hay estacas
A memory of my childhood: For my Alistana land when the pig was slaughtered now in winter, the bacons were put in
salt for a week or ten days.  Then, after removing the shoulders and hams, they were hung on previously prepared elm
or ash stakes that in turn were hung from beams or machones in the bacon room.  I believe that Sancho refers to these
stakes that were certainly also used then by La Mancha. 

que es a trompa y talega
Walk " to Horn and talega " and " branch and half blanket " they are two Castilian phrases that mean walking without
order or concert and unwillingness and slowness, respectively.

que es abstente
From latin abstineo abstines abstinere, 2nd person singular imperative of the verb to refrain with the enclitic pronoun
you.  This verb, used primarily as pronominal, means to inhibit any conduct prohibited, permitted or recommended, not
eating, deprived of something, do not vote in elections.

que es abstente
From latin abstineo abstines abstinere, 2nd person singular imperative of the verb to refrain with the enclitic pronoun
you.  This verb, used primarily as pronominal, means to inhibit any conduct prohibited, permitted or recommended, not
eating, deprived of something, do not vote in elections.

que es acacio
Own, not very common, name derived from the Greek Akakios meaning " without evil " a negative prefix and kakos kake
kakon, bad, evil, ugly, defective.  The god Hermes also it was called as well as benefactor of humanity. This name
passed to Rome as Achatius and then all Western languages.

que es almajar
The almajar is an area of the province of Seville close to the population of Casariche for more than 5,500 inhabitants,
where there is a spring and archaeological remains of what could be a Roman mansio, because through this area
passed a Roman road in direction to Carteia. A mansio was a sort of Inn with the comforts of having even thermal baths,
where you could eat, then overnight, repairing the carriages or change horses to facilitate the journey to Roman military
or businessmen who roamed throughout the Roman Empire.

que es autoctono
Indigenous, accented, is a word of Greek origin ( car: self and chthon: land, country ) and " who is or has been born in



the same land that is " means: what is or which is of a place and does not come from outside. It can be applied to things
and human beings

que es balar
From the latin balo bullets balare, balitar, balitear, screaming, gamitar, dar bleats, onomatopoeic sounds emitted by the
ovidos, deer or Deer communicate. Colloquially and disused bleat by: sigh, wishing with longing.

que es blenurea
As furoya is blenuria: etymology Greek, blennos, mucus and ouron, urine. The physician must assess the situation.

que es cronografia
What chronography is incorrectly written, and should be written as "chronography" being its
meaning:<br>Chronography: Of Greek origin: chronou chronos: time, period, and grapheo: trace signs, write, draw,
describe. It is a literary figure with which we describe a fragment of time with space images. my childhood were
memories of a school and pantry and closet 40 key House;Jaime Gil de Biedma ).

que es eburnacion
What eburnacion is incorrectly written and should be written as "eburnacion" as meaning:<br>The word is derived from
the Latin adjective eburneus meaning ivory, ivory. It is a term doctor synonymous with osteosclerosis consisting of a
hardening and increased density of bone or cartilage acquiring the appearance of ivory, problem caused by a bug in the
bone resorption process in which osteoclasts removes bone tissue by releasing minerals, made orignado by lack of
physical exercise, lack of gravity astronauts or other reasons.

que es edad de la punzada
The age of Pang is the title of an autobiographical novel by Mexican writer Xavier Velasco which tells the life of a
teenager, bad student, and madly attracted to girls. I think that Mexican land this designation applies to the age of
adolescence, when we began to discover sexuality and to open our eyes to life. We here, in Spain, it is called the age of
the Turkey. I have not read the work of Xavier Velasco and disparate opinions on the internet I've seen, but from what
I've hear have any reflection of Camilo José Cela, nobel and great writer, but not Holy of my devotion.

que es el abator
Abator is a Romanian word meaning slaughterhouse

que es el alcohol yodado
It is the mixture of alcohol and iodine to increase product disinfectant and antiseptic action. This type of alcohol, applied
to the skin, kill in a matter of minutes, all bacteria, fungi, viruses and spores..., why it is used in surgery. Iodine also has
been associated commercially with the salt. It is convenient to take iodized salt to prevent shortcomings of this element
in the thyroid gland, which may lead to some health problems.

que es el area de rectangulo
that is the area of rectangle is incorrectly written and should be written as "rectangle area" being its meaning:<br>It is
the surface of this geometric shape that is rectangular but not square because two equal and parallel sides are unequal
with respect to the other two also equal length and parallel. Its area formula is base height, i.e. what measured multiplied
aside so it measures one of its contiguous. For those who know little geometry edges must be expressed in the same
measure of length by multiplying; We can not multiply centimeters meters; Yes meters meters or centimeters with cm.
They are Perogrullo truths, but we must remember them.



que es erigido
It would be the passive participle not irregular erect what lift, stand, lift, straighten, establish, found, instituting, create.
However this irregular verb, participle admitted is erect as in the Latin verb erigis erigere erexi erectum errigo.

que es evocalis
What evocalis is incorrectly written and should be written as "evocatis" as meaning:<br>They probably wanted to say "
34 evocatis;. If so, it would be a Latin word in dative or ablative plural of the participle evocatus - to - verb 34 um; I recall
" which means call, do come. In the works of Julio César usually appear frequently formmando part of a clause which is
called absolute ablative.

que es exodermo
Exoderm is not supported by the SAR. Yes it supports ectoderm, mesoderm and endoderm, the three embryonic layers
of the skin. Exoderm would come from the Greek: ex or exo: prefix meaning outside, outside and dermatos derma: skin;
which would therefore mean is outside the skin, as regards to the outside of the skin, the outer skin

que es ética
From the Greek ethos, custom, way of being and acting, character, personality. Discipline of the philosophy that studies
the duty be of the behavior human looking for the foundations theoretical of this duty. The first systematic study of this
topic was ethics Aristotle Nicomachean in the 4TH century b. C.  Aristotle based the criteria of the good work in the
happiness individual and collective ( eudaimonia ) whose essential characteristic places in the knowledge.

que es gediondo
And also jediondo, is a way to pronounce smelly in some places of Spanish-speaking as Mexico, Cuba, Canaries,
Andalusia or Extremadura, in which the initial h sucked more or less gentle into guttural. Smelly means smelling bad,
from the Latin verb foetere: heder. Frequently applies to plants or animals bouncing odor as smelly Lily or stinking fennel
( in ready canafleja: Hemlock or conium maculatum ).

que es guaje
In the bable-Asturian means child. The bable is a form of the astur-leones. Guaje is equivalent to " rapa " or " predatory "
term used in ready, to the Northwest of the province of Zamora.

que es hipsipila
It's hypsipyle is incorrectly written and should be written as "hypsipyle" being its meaning:<br>Mythological and literary
character of Greek culture, Queen of Lemnos, where the women were punished by Aphrodite with unpleasant halitosis,
so the men rejected them, being killed in revenge. Hypsipyle saved his father, Thoas, so it was represaliada for the
others. In the homonymous tragedy by Euripides, reconstructed from fragments mythographic years ago, connect
different myths of the Greek world, such as the killing of the island of Lemnos, Jason and the Argonauts, the seven
against Thebes and the Nemean games.

que es hispanomia
Hispanomia or hispanomia is not a word recognized in the SAR, but if there was it would have 40 Greek
etymology;Hispaniae Hispania: Hispania and nomos what: standard, rule ) and it would mean Spanish legislation.

que es interurbano
Long distance is an adjective that means with regard to two or more cities or towns. It thus made reference to the
relations between cities, whether these are communication, economic, political or any other type. If there is no officially
this word should be born, because the people Yes the usa.



que es macroquira
Feminine of macroquiro. It is not a word RAE. If there would be of Greek origin, derived from the adjective dzhinn makra
makron: large and the substantive cheiro cheir: hand. With this noun RAE admits words like palmistry or chiropractor,
but not hecatoncheir, each of the three Greek gods with a hundred hands, sons of Uranus ( 41 heaven; and Gea ( the
Earth ) brothers of the Cyclopes and Titans. Macroquiro or perhaps macroquiro would mean big hands

que es mequemeque
Alistano asturleones archaic language there is a phonetically next expression which is miequemieque which means
some admiration and strangeness before something happened, employing mostly women and that could mean go God!
and that is probably a distorted syncopation of sight that looks that

que es papuchi
It is a diminutive of father or equivalent to Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, papuski Pope. The latter with papuchi have some
connotation of fictitious snub.

que es pedantismo
It means pedantry, attitude of which boasts of his knowledge or wisdom regardless of having them or not. Comes from
the Greek country Paidós: child and the suffix - ISM used to form nouns of action, or abstract meaning in general
theories, doctrines, attitudes or conditions personal.

que es perimetrio
More internal uterine wall layer membrane of connective tissue that lines the uterus female on the myometrium and this
on the endometrium, externally. Derived from the Greek, peri, on, up and meter meters, mother.

que es pluviometrico
What pluviometrico is incorrectly written and should be written as "rainfall" being its meaning:<br>Masculine singular
adjective of rain gauge, of mixed Greek etymology: pluvia pluviae: rain and metron metrou: measured. A device that
serves to collect and measure the amount of rain in liters per square meter. This device must be placed in an open
space, such as the roof of a building, to make it as reliable as possible. It is periodically reviewed

que es preses
What is preses is incorrectly written and it should be written as "special prayers" being its meaning:<br>( Used only in
plural ). Supplication ritualized prayers addressed to God, the Virgin Mary or the Saints as the one of the litany of the
Rosary: Mater amabilis - ora pro nobis. Mater admirabilis - ora pro nobis.

que es propencion
It is propensity State is incorrectly written and should be written as "propensity" being its meaning:<br>From the latin
propendeo, pender, being hung, tend to favor or in defense of. It is the trend, fondness, inclination, predisposition,
instinct, querencia, penchant for something. Feature that may be rooted in biology or something cultural and acquired in
education or in life

que es pupila isocoricas
What isocoricas pupil is incorrectly written and should be written as 'isocoricas pupils' being its meaning:<br>They are
those that are the same size in both eyes. The pupil is the dark central area of the iris of the human eye which you can
shrink or expand according to the amount of light, which serves as a window to the retina to see the physical reality that
interprets the brain. Isochoric is a medical term derived from the Greek ( isos ise ison: equal and choros chorou: space,
extension, ) This term is not in the RAE dictionary.



que es sapientisimo
HO: Certain demands of meaning us puzzle, at least to me.  I guess it is people who are learning our language.  This
term is the superlative of wise, i.e., wise, learned, scholarly, understood, knowledgeable, trained.  Derived from the
present participle sapiens sapientis from the Latin verb sapio, learn, understand, have intelligence and also have flavor.

que es transgenico
Whereas transgenic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "transgenic" being its meaning:<br>Term of
Greco-Roman mixed etymology, TRANS, prefix Latin which means on, from one side to another and genos geneos,
origin, gender, a term coined by scientists at Yale University, Jon Gordon and Frank Ruddle, who in 1981 incorporated
characteristics of rabbits in the genes of mice. Therefore it is be live mutated genes of the chromosomes, entering them
parts of DNA that are other living being, with some purpose, how to remove any genetic disease, provide the new be
some feature that didn't, such as resistance to drought or pests, hardness of your skin, etc.. This research is directed
primarily to food production and the abolition of hereditary, being a controversial issue especially in the first case
diseases.

que es trigo chamorro
"Camorro. " It is a natural variety of wheat as the wheat of Castile. There are many varieties originated in the laboratory
by crosses and imcluso by genetic alteration as the tricenteno, very suitable for the Russian steppe. The chamorro is
long-cycle, i.e., are sowing in autumn and little fertile, hard and dry climate is suitable for land. Also called mocho
because it has no scratch on the Spike. In my country, ready, herringbone call " 34 argana;. It thus has a stem no
wicker.

que es un pais heterogeneo
It is a heterogeneous country is incorrectly written and should be written as "heterogeneous country" being its
meaning:<br>The word " heterogeneous " is of Greek origin, heteros hetera heteron: another, different, contrary and
genos geneos: origin, birth, lineage: as originated by different elements. A country is heterogeneous if diversity is
present in its culture, its language, its gastronomy, its customs and folklore, the racial origin of their inhabitants, i.e. in all.
That country is Spain.

que es un rifeño
Natural or belonging to the Rif, northeast of Morocco, overlooking the Mediterranean with many mountains of lush
vegetation, included in the Atlas mountains formed by the thrust of the African tectonic plate to the Northwest. Its
inhabitants are mainly Berbers.

que es una furnia
From the latin furnus furni, oven, cave in which is was fire. In the toponymy of ready, area perfectly, there are some
places something mysterious to which called furna or Furnas, small and steep valleys with streams of water ferrata in
the basin of the river ready with caves and excavations between penalties. All these places are stories and legends of
the Romans and Moors.

que es una misa votiva
A votive mass is that is said or held out of the cycle of liturgical, asking for material or spiritual welfare of someone alive
or dead or as devotion to Saints of the Saints or the mother of Christ under any of their names.

que es valuarte
what ground is incorrectly written, and should be written as a "bulwark" being its meaning:<br>Defensive fortification that
stood out on the ramparts of the medieval buildings. It also means psychological, legal or ideological defense of
something or someone. Comes from the old French, " 34 balouart; that means defense.



que es vocabulario de base
It is the minimum number of words that you need to know along with the grammatical rules of use to start to speak a
language. It is said that normal, not very educated, people manage in his speech a 300 words, although I have not
tested it. This would be the base vocabulary.

que estudia la criteriología
In philosophy is a part of the theory of knowledge or epistemology, which discusses the criteria of truth and certainty of
the different philosophical systems, i.e., touchstone or that in which different philosophers are based to ensure the truth
of his statements. These criteria are essentially two: evidence, sound systems and expertise, the empirical.

que expresa la terminacion cico
-cico and also - ico are suffixes diminutives like many others:-ito,-illo,-in,-search,-I quote-cillo - cete,-ino, - ino,-garlic -
ejo, - ijo... There are zones that have preference for one of them; Thus, for example, in Asturias is used - in, Juanin,
rapacin; -ino in Galicia, rapaciño; -illo in Andalusia, chiquillo; -ico,-cico is used, among other places, in the area perfectly,
Navarre, Aragon, Valencia and Murcia... indicating affection, affection and compassion of the speaker connection of who
or what is said: rapacico, pobrecico, grip, igualico, bonico, Shorty

que fueron rafael videla leopoldo galtieu
Jorge Rafael Videla was the head of the last Argentine dictatorship, euphemistically known as national reorganization
process from 1976 to 1983, in which were committed many crimes against the people simply by thinking in different
ways. Presided over the military Junta until 1981, moment in which he joined as President, Leopoldo Fortunato Galtieri
who, to divert attention, and the popular discontent, dragged the country to the fudge of the Falklands war

que se significa impio
that meant impious is incorrectly written and should be written as "Wicked" being its meaning:<br>Word of Latin origin:
negative prefix in - and pia pium pius: that practice all the virtues, for latinos: " pietas omnium virtutum est 34
fundamentum;: piety is the Foundation of all virtues; It was therefore for the Romans pius not only pious and respectful
of the beliefs and customs of the elders, was also fair, honest, loving family, defender of the weak, hospital,
compassionate, believer and respectful with the gods...The wicked is irreligious, irreverent, sacrilegious, wicked, evil,
harmful, inhuman, anyway, which has no mercy or compassion.

que si patatín, que si patatán
Colloquial locution with which the verbiage, the chatter, the talk and talk with little foundation without getting to the heart
is denounced.  It is also used to simplify and finish a more or less neat narrative or enumeration in the manner of these
other expressions: that this than the other, and such and so, and tomb and tamba, and so and so on, here and there.  .  .

que significa acritico
that means uncritical is incorrectly written, and should be written as "uncritical" being its meaning:<br>HKSAR accepts
critic but not uncritical would mean non-critical, from the Greek a-: no, no and krisis kriseos: discernment, action of
separating, dispute, doubt, decision. The critic doubts the truth of theories, doctrines, ideas or beliefs seeking a rational
basis. The critic cannot be naive because no doubt and does not know to look for that Foundation or is dogmatic
because he wants neither doubt nor seek this basis.

que significa antropogonicos
Antropogonicos: Adjective masculine plural of antropogonia, from the Greek anthropos, man and gignomai, birth. As
regards the set of myths and legends about the origins of mankind. Almost all of these myths are related to pottery,
Sumerian myths, the Greeks and the Jews of the old testament. Still some fanatical Christians continue to believe that



Adam and Eve were our first parents created by God from the clay of the Earth as did the old potters.

que significa astene&#40;palabra griega
The Greek word is the adjective CANASTERO asthenes meaning weak, sickly, powerless, poor and the verb astheneo:
weak, falling ill.  Of these Greek words derive weakness: weakness or psychosomatic looseness as spring asthenia and
astenico, who suffers from weakness or that has type leptosomatico ( 41 skinny body; opposite to picnico ( 41 fat body;
in the typology of the German medical neurologist Kretschmer, died in 1964, which drew up a typology of human
personality by comparing the mentally ill to normal people.

que significa avidamente
What avidamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "avidly" being its meaning:<br>Avidly: Adverb of mode
as they end in - mind which means with great from you, with a desire to huge, with greed, busily, forward, ardently,
passionately, anxiously, inmoderadamente, passionately.

que significa blasfemia
It is a dirty expression often allude to defecation against what religion considered sacred and therefore mysterious,
shocking and taboo, such as God or the gods and related to him or them. Making a somewhat sicoanalitica
interpretation I believe that blasphemy is a popular rejection of the fear and repression that religious institutions have
exerted on human society, appropriating an authority that the town has not given them based only on the absolute
uncertainty about more beyond. That blasphemy in my land, ready to the Northwest of the province of Zamora, ( 41
Alfons linguistic influence zone; express this rejection in a euphemistic way is this: " I caguen no God ". And they say it
in a very threatening manner.

que significa boccaccio
Italian surname associated with the Renaissance Florence largemouth, talkative, gossipmonger, parlero charlatan,
meaning loose mouth, Parrot. Phonetically bocacho. The universal Boccaccio was Giovanni Boccaccio, author of the
Decameron and other works, some written in latin. Along with Dante and Petrarca is one of the initiators of the literary
Renaissance.

que significa cipote en el pais de españa
This word, according to some, is of 40 Armenian etymology; chipot which means flail or stiff shaft ) according to others,
is of Latin Etymology ( contains embedded cippus, which would mean the calzada rommana milestone or separator of a
property or column in honor of a deceased ). In Spanish is a polysemic word because it means many things in addition
to what was said: clumsy or coarse and stubby man, Blackjack, stick drum and also in the popular language: penis that
has many other names such as tail, picha, Dick, cock, chorra, cola, cock, truncheon, minga, whistle, pilila...

que significa cordero pascual
Out of the bondage of Egypt, which is narrated in the book of exodus in the old testament, the Jews celebrate Passover,
feast in which kill, roasted and eaten a Lamb with unleavened bread, Unleavened. This party is remembrance and
commemoration of the exodus from Egypt. In the Christian Easter, celebration that is celebrated the Sunday following
Easter, Christians celebrate the resurrection of Christ, the Paschal lamb who was sacrificed for the salvation of all.

que significa este signo $ en dinero
This is the international symbol of the US dollar and this one, the euro. These symbols are placed behind a figure to
know which currency it is.

que significa ferrea



What railway is incorrectly written and it should be written as "fierce" being its meaning:<br>Adjective cult or cultismo of
the Spanish derived from the Latin noun ferrum ferri which means iron. Iron is a word heritage, but iron or railway is a
cultismo because it keeps the " (f) " from the latin, experienced as not all phonetic changes from the origin of Spanish.
The jargon was introduced from the Renaissance from the latin which were still talking about the clergy and people of
the time.

que significa glutamato de sodio
Also called monosodium glutamate (41 GMS; It is the sodium salt of glutamic acid, amino acid ( 41 organic molecule;
essential not abundant in nature. It is an additive that the food industry uses as a flavor enhancer and identifies that
internationally, as the rest of additives ( preservatives,...  ) with a letter and a number. It is E621, isolated in 1908 by
Kikunae Ikeda Japanese teacher from the seaweed kombu ( laminaria japonica ). It has the appearance of a white
crystalline powder. From the second half of the 20th century discussed much about its toxicity. Some are still defending
it. For the international food agencies is an item safe for human consumption, as in experiments with rats a consumption
of 18 g per kilo of weight was necessary to cause death, which is a thousand times greater than that of a normal person
use in one day. Critics still arguing that it can that glutamate to accumulate in the body and is not ejected. I don't know if
science has responded to this.

que significa la palabra coadyuvar o coadyubar
that means the Word Help or coadyubar is incorrectly written and should be written as "assist" being its
meaning:<br>Word of Latin Etymology: co - ( prefix derived from cum: with, in company ) - ad - ( preposition that means
direction: toward ) and the verb iuvo iuvas iuvare which means help. Therefore it means etymologically help something
in the company of others. Rescue, auxiliary, attend, serve, be useful, help get something, cooperate, collaborate in
union with others.

que significa menos da una piedra
Spanish expression of conformity.  "Be satisfied with what has been achieved in a situation although little " because that
will always be better than a stone.

que significa moraban
3rd person plural of the preterite imperfect indicative of verb morar, of the latino times moraris morari moratus sum
which means relax, stop at a place and as a derivative to stay, reside. Therefore dwell means living, live or reside in a
place

que significa pajarrillo
What pajarrillo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "bird" being its meaning:<br>Diminutive of bird, like bird

que significa preferencia
Word derived from the Latin verb praefero praeferre 40 praefers; præ-fero ): carry forward, prepend, preferring what
prevalence, advantage or primacy which a person or thing has on others by their worth, utility or pre-eminence and also
tilt, trend, choice, sympathy, priority or predilection for a person or thing among others.

que significa refulgia
It glowed: 1st and 3rd person singular and courtesy of the past imperfect of the verb indicative singular 2nd shine, shine,
issue shine or glare, glowing, fulgurar, rutilar, relumbrar, Flash, look, glistening, flashing.

que significa transgenes
Plural of transgene, gene or segment of DNA ( deoxyribonucleic acid with genetic instructions ) present in the



chromosomes of living ( plants or animals ) that is artificially transferred with different procedures to another living being
so this is genetically modified with features that this new gene is a carrier. People go with the fly behind the ear with
genetically modified products and above all when there are economic interests of multinational groups of means.

que singnifica sobreesdrujula
like sobreesdrujula is incorrectly written and it should be written as "sobreesdrujula" as meaning:<br>Also sobresdrujula.
According to the Academy when the prefix ends with the same vowel that starts the term which fits, these vowels, can
be simplified unless there is another homografa Word. Sobreesdrujula or sobresdrujula is the word that carries the
accent in any previous to the antepenultimate syllable. Both these as the esdrújulas are always written with a tilde. The
plain words are sobresdrujulas couple that two enclitic pronouns, for example, write it, announce it to me...

que son salares
Small town of more than 200 inhabitants, of Moorish origin, located next to the sierras de Tejeda and Almijara in la
Axarquía malagueña Andalusian, Moorish and Andalusian cultural reminiscence and beautiful natural landscapes such
as the de la fuente de albarrán. A special feature of salt flats and other villages of the Axarquia is its construction on a
slope with steep, narrow streets and whitewashed houses painted with lime, very abundant in the area where there are
many abandoned quarries.

que son salares
Plural of salar, synonymous with saline or place where salt accumulates after the evaporation of the seawater by the
heat of the Sun. The Salt Lake or saline may be natural, as the salar de Uyuni in the high plateau of the Bolivian Andes
mountains in the Department of Potosí, where there may be ten billion tons; salting can also be artificial allowing
entering large tracts of salt water from the sea or a salty stream, in order to then close and wait for the water to
evaporate by the action of the Sun and wind. They do so in Santa Pola, Alicante, and elsewhere in the Spanish Levante.

que son semi nommadas
they are semi nommadas is incorrectly written and should be written as "semi-nomadic" being its
meaning:<br>Seminomada is of Greek etymology: ( prefix eufonica s: hemi: half half nomas nomados: which changes
from pastures ). Applies to the human groups as Veldt seasonally, but they have a permanent settlement during part of
the year. Usually this type of life put into practice that are dedicated to the grazing or seasonal hunters are.

que te cagas
Expression vulgarota used by our young and not so young as a wildcard indicating the excellence, quality or intensity of
someone or something.  It is usually applied to realities that provoke intense feelings generally pleasant.  It's a cold
fucking instead of it's very cold.

que te sea leve
Expression of mood and farewell from someone whom we wish luck and success to a more or less difficult task. This all
expression recalls that one used as an epitaph in the pre-Christian Roman world that recorded on the gravestones as
acronym: S.T.T.L. Sit Tibi Terra Levis. That the Earth is slight, locution that with different variants also used the Roman
poets, as Tibullus: terraque securae super sit ossa levis: that the land of the inexorable is light on your bones.

que te veo
It seems like a warning to someone in whom there would not be much confidence of his correct behavior.  This
expression reminds me of that of a television advertisement from the 90s in which a professor of geology warned with a
monotonic intonation to a distracted student: "The metamorphic rocks genetically called Cornubianitas, Gutiérrez, that I
see him .  .  .  . !"



que tururururu
tururururu is incorrectly written and should be written as "tururururu" still its meaning:<br>Villarino de los Aires popular
Salamanca song: already the donkey died / that wore the vinegar /, now God took him / this miserable life, / to
tururururu, to tururururu, to tururururu, / blame you. you have the / already stretched leg, / already wrinkled snout / and
stiff tail / died of improvise. / ( Bis ). All residents / went to the funeral / and the Tia Maria / played the cencerro. / ( Bis )

que venga dios y lo vea
An expression that invokes God as witness of truth or justice of something. This expression typically function
grammatically as a consequent of a conditional sentence, which may not happen that the condition ( 41 protasis; is true
and the conditioned or consequent is false, "If this is not true, that come Dios and see you " i.e., it may not happen this
not be true and at the same time that Dios silver lining to see him.

quebrade
bulged is incorrectly written, and should be written as "quebrada" being its meaning:<br>Participle feminine singular of
the verb to break what break, splitting into chunks, split, splitting, fragment, fracture, shred, shred; in sense figurative
also fail, ruining ( broke 41 Bank; sinking, cancel ( break the will ) interrupt the continuity of something intangible like
trust in something. Gorge is a narrow valley, Gorge or Canyon among mountains, caused by some tectonic rupture, by
the deglaciation or the erosion of a river over millions of years as canon in the arribes Douro, quebrada de Humahuaca
in Argentina or the Gorge of Llanganuco in Peru.

quedar como cagancho en almagro
verbal phrase which means fail estepitosa and publicly. The expression alludes to the spectacular collapse of the
Bullfighter Joaquín Rodríguez Cagancho, Gypsy's green eyes, born in the Seville neighborhood of Triana in 1903, failure
which took in 40 Almagro square; Ciudad Real ) an August 26, 1927, so it had to be protected by the civil guard so that
the public do not linchara it. Such was the impact of this fact which was as historic zenith of the espanta and the bull
fights, cystic on the voicemail.

quedar por la pata de los caballos
The exact expression that we use in Spain is stay or be at the feet of the horses or leave or put someone at the feet of
horses which means stay, be or let someone helpless in a situation painful or committed only to the danger, in a bind.
This may be something casual or intentional. Probably is an anglicism " by the foot of the 34 horses. The expression
refers to the situation in which someone falls off the horse, as a soldier in war, and can be depressed by it.

quedarse picueto
Stay picueto: his. Also be picueto. Stay pictures, surprised, astonished, stunned, not know to react to an unexpected
event. My father was picueto when my mother told him that he was going on vacation with some friends.

quejaritomene
Medium-passive participle of perfect in feminine greek verb jaritomai , rejoice, be cheerful, be beautiful, charis charitos ,
grace, joy, charm, beauty.  This is what St. Luke calls in Greek the mother of Christ in the passage of the Annunciation :
Jaire, complaintritomene , salve, beautiful, full of grace.  The exegetes Catholics translate sinless, full of grace.  We
prefer beautiful, funny, lovely woman.

queloide
Keloid is a medical term that means abnormal growth of the scar of a wound that can currently be solved with
cryotherapy, i.e. congelamineto with nitrogen of abnormal tissue that produces its necrosis or death due to lack of blood
supply.



quera
From Latin cavities, rot, carcoma.  As one companion points out, they call in areas of Navarra and Aragon the insect of
the carcoma and the serrín that generates when drilling the wood.  To avoid this problem because of my stun land they
say that the wood is to be cut into a waning moon and if possible in the waning of January.  It is also said of the heavy
and annoying person.  

quera-
Also the prefixes quer- , querat- , kerato- , cer- , wax- , cerat- , cerato- , zero- , the infijos -cera- , -cerat- , -querat- , and
the suffixes -wax , -cerado , -ceras , -cerato , -zero , -ceronte , -zeros , -cerotasia .  From Greek keras keratos, horn. 

querer mas que a la propia vida
I also think that it is possible to love someone more than life itself and the example of the mother, telling Pedro, perhaps
is the most suitable, although there may also be other cases of friends, lovers, husbands, children...Someone may want
to either be able to give his life to save him. What I don't understand is that life can give an idea, the feeling of belonging
to a group, by own ideology or religion: what many believers call God's love is not love and respect others and above all
the fellow, in short, a sense of common union with others and above all those who have my same moralmy ideals and
my values. All these things are not worth what it's worth the life, a person of flesh and blood life is the Supreme value,
and to this we must subordinate all other values.

qué significa unamurs
What means unamurs is incorrectly written and should be written as "unamur" as meaning:<br>University of Namur,
capital of the Belgian Wallonia, founded by the Jesuits in 1831 promotes humanistic values in teaching and research.
The official language is French, but the local dialect is the Walloon. It is 47 km from Leuven, where it is one of the first
universities founded in 1425. In Namur, city with more than 100,000 inhabitants, confluence of the rivers Meuse and
Sambre, and it is an industrial and tourism zone.

qué va
Modism of emphatic denial that can express disbelief, rejection or disappointment.

qui no té un all, té una ceba
The one who does not have a garlic, has an onion.  Catalan saying: Everyone has problems of one kind or another. 
Everyone has an illness, a disease, a worry or another.  No one enjoys perfect health.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be qui no té un nap , té una cabbage qui no té un bony , té una berruga 

quia
Familiar interjection denoting disbelief or denial.  Corominas considers it to be a contraction of what has! , ellipsis of
what has to be!.

quichicientos
The popular language five hundred, a very large amount.  Some also say quiticientos, perhaps by influence of Italian or
the most common in our Spanish : hundreds . 

quid pro quo en español
In medieval latin also quiproquo.   ( Something rather than another something. Latinism which originally meant a
grammatical mistake in taking the interrogativo-indefinido pronoun 40 quid; nominative or accusative singular neutral )
instead of quo ( the same pronoun in the singular ablative case ). This grammatical error eventually became
misconception that blended a thing or person with another similar. At the latino theatre was a dramatic appeal to create



humor and conflict situations to confuse one character with another as in the host of Plautus, in which mercury is passed
through lookalike, servant of general host.

quien ansia lo del otro puede terminar perdiendo lo propio
This said, whose meaning does not have much to clarify, to me reminds me of the fable of the dog and the piece of meat
from the Greek Aesop ( 6th century a. d. C.  ) it was then rewritten by other writers as the Archpriest of Hita from the
14th century and that in summary it says this: A dog to cross a river with a piece of meat in his mouth saw his image in
the water, believing it to be another dog with one greater piece, so it dropped his to catch the other and thus was left
with nothing. Moral refers to the meaning of the saying above: greed breaks the sack.

quien no te conozca que te compre
It is also used with the third person: Who does not know it to buy it.  Saying taken from an Andalusian tale about a
donkey, collected by Juan Valera and Fernán Caballero (Cecilia Böhl de Faber).  He reproaches someone who despite
appearances is a phony like the donkey in the story who was actually a student, according to Uncle Candido. 

quijlo
Quechua term with which the Incas named the tectonic faults or geological fractures of the Andes as those that
converge in the area of Machu Picchu, investigated by geologist Rualdo Menegat. 

quiliasta
From Greek chilia, a thousand.  Defender of millennialism or chyliasm, a belief originated in the book of Revelation, that
Christ will reign in the world for a thousand years before the end.  From the beginning of Christianity it was thought that
this parusia would be imminent.  Many sects especially within the reformist orientation continue to announce it and some
walking preachers now too.  Even Kant himself, educated in Pietism, admitted this 18th-century belief in "Ideas for a
Universal History in Cosmopolitan Key".

quinquilaire
Quinquilaire: Aragon, Burgos and some areas of Castilla, quinquillero, quincallero, street vendor. Also cantamañanas,
individual of low credibility and consideration social. Not me to be a quinquilaire.

quinquillero
Quincallero, Coppersmith, delinquent, merchero, mobile hardware and trinkets seller. Already there are quinquilleros by
the people. Before they arranged lamps, jars, broken jars, sharpened knives, knives, scissors and selling all kinds of
trinkets.

quintaesencia
The most characteristic and typical of a thing in a situation of concentration.  Among medieval astrologers, fifth element
of nature, the ether, which was added to the 4 of Empédocles, earth, water, air and fire.  For medieval alchemists and
botanists and early modernity was the therapeutic extract of medicinal plants that today we consider the active
ingredients and essential oils, what Paracelsus, father of toxicology, called poison.   Single facit venenum dosage : only
the dose makes something poisonous, responded when someone accused him of giving poison to the sick.

quirie
As Alfredo Edgardo said, is a Greek word, case vocative of kyrios kyriou which means Lord, master, owner of slaves
and in the Christian context the Lord, Jesus, Christ. Mass is said this word with the imperative of the verb eleeo which
means having compassion, have mercy: Kirie eleison, Christe, eleison: Lord, have mercy, Christ, have mercy. This
invocation existed before Christianity. Kyrios nominated to any God or Emperor.



quitapesares
Worry, consolation or situation of relief from the discomfort or of the sadness of the soul. Some use the wine or the beer
with this end, but not usually give result

quito de
Perfectly prepositional phrase which means except for, except, apart from, less, except, outside, meaning the exclusion
of something or someone to what is being said.

quitón
Expanding something the contribution of Fede, also chiton or jiton from the Greek chiton chitonos, tunic of the ancient
Greece of wool or linen in the early days cutting ( Doric chiton ) and after long ( 41 Ionic chiton; used both by men and
women, with possible ornaments geometrical and tied at the waist with large folds using a belt

qumrán
Desert valley on the western shores of the Dead Sea in the West Bank (State of Palestine) where there were Essenian
settlements from the 2nd century bc.  D.  C.  , in whose caves numerous scroll manuscripts of that time were found in
1947, known as the Qumran Rolls or Dead Sea Manuscripts.

quo vadis
Latinism in Christian context, that means where are you going?. It has a Christian tradition that St. Peter Apia fled from
Rome via due to the persecution of Nero in the year 64, when he had a vision of Christ with the cross walking in
direction to Rome. Then tells Peter: Quo vadis, Domine?   ( Where are you going, Sir?  ). Quo vadis? It is also a novel of
the 19th century by the Polish writer Henryk Sienkiewicz, versioned in the film on numerous occasions during the
twentieth century

quod natura non dat, salmantica non praestat
What nature does not, the University of Salamanca also gives it, Spanish proverb indicating that the titles are not
enough to make someone intelligent, as it is said in these other: Salamanca does not make miracles, which becomes
donkey, do not get wise the ass went to Rome, becomes ass. Originally it was probably an elegant and educated way of
calling someone a fool but had the title of Bachelor or graduate of the University of Salamanca, the oldest in Spain ( 13th
century ) still in active. Some awarded this title to the Arab University of Cordoba ( 8th century ) where he taught and
researched Abulcasis, the father of surgery; others attribute it to the University of Palencia ( 12th century ) Domingo de
Guzmán and Gonzalo de Berceo studied in which the trivium and the quadrivium.

quórum
Quorum: Latinism perfectly defined by Jorge Luis, plural genitive of qui quae quod, that, which, who, simplification of the
Latin expression, quorum praesentia sufficit...: whose presence ( the presence of which ) It is sufficient to meet and
make decisions according to the rules or by-laws of the institution concerned.

quue significa la plalabra ferrado
Word of the Galician that in Castilian evolved to shoeing ( of the latin ferrum ferri, iron ) because the words Latino with f
initial it transformed by it via heritage in h. In Galician or ferrado is a measure of surface and of capacity land made of
wood, of form quadrangular and reinforced in the edges with sheets of iron probably. Not was uniform in all parts. The
drawer was between 12 and 20 kilos of wheat. As a measure of surface varied among them 64 meters square of
Soutomaior and them 725 of Xove. With the concentration celling is unified in 500 meters square. He ferrado is used
once for pay them tithes and scoops to them pastors of the Holy Mother Church as us puts of manifest the cadastre of
Ensenada of the century 18TH.



rabdomiolisis
Disease characterized by muscle necrosis produced by different causes by releasing the blood cellular substances such
as protein Myoglobin or creatine phosphokinase. Cell damage can be caused by lesions crush of earthquake or
bombing, physical exhaustion, infections, intoxication by drugs or alkaloids and the usual consequence, renal injury and
acute renal failure. In the Bible a description of this syndrome is made during the exodus from Egypt when the Jews ate
quail in large quantities in the desert. Greek etymology: rabdos rabdou: baton, knurled shank, mys myos: mouse,
muscle and lysis lyseos: action of unleashing, releasing, dissolution: dissolution of the muscle cells.

rabona futbol
The rabona is a special touch of the ball in soccer that the fans know very well. For the not so fond, I will try to describe
it. A right-handed tends to hit the ball to your right with your right foot. If it is on your left on his position not it would hit
him well in the right direction with the right foot, it would have to do with the left. But there are situations, by the speed of
the move or another reason, which is best in this situation make it with the right foot but hitting the ball behind your left
foot, in a kind of dance of difficult balance lance. Some players are experts in this release. Di Maria when he was at Real
Madrid did it very well.

rabuche
In my land of zamorano Northwest they call so the stem or corner that joins the fruits plants both if they are trees, shrubs
or herbaceous plants.

race
Royal Automobile Club of Spain, Association of Spanish drivers that help in the solution of all kinds of problems en
route.

racho
Blocks: in the asturleones alistano is a good trunk of wood, preferably of oak or oak, cracked with wedges of iron to hits
of maza, to heat them kitchens during the cold nights of winter.   " I remember a good blocks to the fire, chestnut roaster,
pitcher of wine that did not stop and the cheerful stories. Still on some occasions these memories come true ".

racionalista
A supporter or defender of rationalism, philosophical current of the 17TH century, whose leading representatives are
Descartes, Leibniz, and Spinosa and defending the existence of innate ideas in the reason, establishing the origin of
knowledge with contempt of sensible experience, which is a source of mistakes in them.

raconto
Racconto. Noun of the Italian language meaning tale, story, story, story. Also is considered racconto it technical
retrospective cinematic or literary that is directed to the last as happens in the tunnel of Ernesto Sabato or the road of
Miguel Delibes. Quando qualcuno tells il pasato diventa a racconto.

racó
In Valencian, corner.  Of all the toponymic languages of the Spanish-Mediterranean languages the Racó by
antonomasia is the Rincón de Ademuz, exclave of the Valencian Community, constituted by about 7 municipalities in the
convergence of the provinces of Teruel, Cuenca and Valencia something southeast of the Sierra de Albarracín.  It is a
mountainous region watered by the Turia River, which in its upper section also call it the Blanco River or Gadalaviar in
its Arabic phonetics. 

rada



Alistano asturleones localism: herrada, brass or zinc truncated inverted cone-shaped, bucket handle mobile and a
capacity of about 10 liters to transport water or any other liquid.

raíz del traidor
Devil's root, dye pigeon, alkanna tinctoria, boraginácea plant with dye and healing properties already used by druids. 
Greek and Roman women also knew her.  We have already defined it in the Dictionary with the term onoquiles .  The
Inquisition forbade it as a witch weed because it turned water into blood.  It is now used in cosmetics for blushes or
lipstick and in ointments and ointments for the skin.

ralvar
Ralvar: Also relvar, plowing the cereal stubble after harvest. In ready this task was made at the beginning of the spring
following the harvest during the rest of the sheet of the fallow year. After the ralva or the relva became bima it in the
month of may, the third in the summer and the fallow period is again planted another cereal in the month of October.
Once I was born it is aricaba in the month of November. Aricar means shifting the ploughshare through the Groove
Valley to destroy bad weeds and protect the plants from the cereal with the Earth.

rambla
In Barcelona and many Hispanic Mediterranean cities short street and shed some pronunciation to the Mediterranean, it
filled with trees and with central platform, based on the ancient torronteras caused by the rains.

rancura
In ready also means looking forward to something, usually related to food.   "I have rancura of cherries ". This
expression often them use women. It will be that alistana culture does not allow whims or cravings to men.

rapaciada
Group of slightly older children or teenagers alistanos that when they gather usually prepare some mischief, cabronada
or Jewry ( with all respect for the Jews that we have genetic inheritance almost all Spaniards and Arabs ).

rapaciña
As said Danilo Enrique is the affectionate diminutive of rapaza.  It is a term well handsome Gallego and asturleones
alistano language.  In my country the same as rapacin is used frequently to refer to children who are beginning to give
the Tin.  They also say rapacica.

rastrojo
This is a saying that is in Castile, and in almost all Spain with regard to the stubble: " that anda as p * ta per 34 Stover;
that is, be in a bad situation, have difficulties.

ratafía
Brandy macerated with green walnut, cherry, lemon peel, cinnamon, nutmeg... that is made and marketed in different
places in Spain, France and Italy. The name comes from the latin " rata fiat " which means that what has been agreed is
meets what a verbal agreement is ratified by lifting the glass

ratio digital
In anthropometric studies it is the relationship between finger length ( 2 ) hand index and finger index ( 4 ) annular . 
Dividing ( 2 ) by ( 4 ) if the index is higher will give us more than the unit; less if the biggest is the annular.  The average
ratio of men appears to be 0 , 947 , that of women 0 , 965 .  



raudense
Gentilicio de Roa, until a few years ago Roa de Duero, mucicipio burgalés near Aranda de Duero, of just over 2. 000
inhabitants, settled on the vaccea population of Rauda on the banks of the Douro, mansio of the route XXVII of the
itinerary of Antonino, located between Clunia and Pintia. 

rebag
rebag is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rebagon" as meaning:<br>Special nail square and conical head
that was used to hold iron objects like the cholas 40 horseshoes; wood 41 winter footwear; or the horses.

rebagón
Flat-headed nail, square with descending diminution, of mild steel, used in my Asturian land to shoeing cows, horses or
donkeys in order to facilitate the work of the field.  They also shoeed the cholas, winter leather footwear with a wood
base usually poplar, which were made by the Alistanos themselves.  

rebincar
In Spanish rebrincar: repeatedly jumping with apparent joy and happy. They say the Raptors ( so it is customary to call
children and adolescents in Aliste ) and small animals, such as lambs. In spring lambs are uploaded in group to the
promontories of the ground and pulled at the same time rebincando.

rebollo
Rebollo: stone or singing of the roads and alistanos with few edges and rounded tendency tilling fields.

rebotilludo
It is an adjective of the bable that applies to objects such as stones that have shape rounded and irregular, not flat and
that by this have a bad seat. To make a wall no one wants to rebotilludas stones because they seat badly and is difficult
to fit them and assemble them with the others.

rebro
In my land alistana, alluvial stones, boulders deposited in the subsoil of the valley or riverside crops, which appear when
making trenches or deep pits. 

rebusque
Bable calls research the action of scavenging or rescan for something that already has been collected even if you can
that not completely. Two examples of research: after harvest in the past the poor made the research as always was a
racimillo by collecting.  The Raptors also did the research after a christening that godparents threw candies in the
streets. When the ruckus was finished, some returned to the research if any candy would have been lost in some corner.

rechincadientes
Also rechincapinones; asturleones localism alistano identifying a restless rapa, junk, nervous and bad ass seat. Now call
hyperactive or hyperkinetic.

rechincar los dientes
Rechincar teeth: alistano asturleones localism which means teeth grinding, i.e., press and rub the teeth above against
the bottom without function takes and emitting a shrill and unpleasant sound. When this action is habitual and
unconscious, for example during sleep, the phenomenon is called bruxism.



reciento
In addition to the first person singular of the present indicative of the verb recentar that points out our Open Dictionary, it
is also used as a noun in places as different as the Canary Islands and Aragon or Cantabria to mean the yeast that
activates the fermentation of bread.  For my Asturian land they use the word hurmiento, a clear antecedent of the
Castilian ferment.  In other places in Andalusia they also say the recent . 

recisunda
Character of philosophical drama Calderón of the Barca " Life is a dream ". Sister of the King Basilio and mother of
Astolfo.

recividante
adult is incorrectly written, and should be written as "recurrent" being its meaning:<br>Adjective of medical jargon that
applies to diseases that appear in the apparently cured patients again and experiencing relapses, from the Latin verb
recido recidis Adoro which means fall.

recorderis
2nd person singular present subjunctive of the Latin verb recordor recordaris recordari, verb deponent which means
remember. As the present subjunctive frequently acts as the imperative, recorderis means reminds you. In the bable this
Latinism indicated the feedback that the priest used to tell women that they gave him a fat bitch ( ten cents of peseta )
After the mass to help that prayer to the deceased family if needed it ( as to leave purgatory ). This prayer was so called
because the only word that understood the priest was recorderis. But read the prayer in latin: Ne recorderis peccata
mea, Domine. Dum veneris iudicare saeculum per ignem... Not remember, Lord, my sins. When you come to judge the
world by fire...

recortador
The one who or what he makes cuts, cuts, cuts, cuts, cuts something, sections something to isolate it or highlight it over
the rest.  In bullfighting, bullfighter who dodges the onslaught of a bull with courage and the simple agility and flexibility
of his body, turning his ribbons and piriuetas into a spectacle.  Surely these were the true trends of Minoan bullfighting. 

recursos didacticos
Teaching resources: adequate tools for teaching and consequently learn. Greek didasko, teach, instruct, explain.
Studying these techniques teaching, one of the pedagogical disciplines, designed to facilitate both the processes of
teaching and learning. There is nothing more beautiful to teach.

redi
Redi is incorrectly written and it should be written as "redios" being its meaning:<br>Curse that tell ready men indicating
anger as a euphemism, as also rediola, recristo, recrista, sometimes adding the word put. Women often say the pucha!,
mecachis!.

redneck
Red collar in English.  This is what rural workers in the south and inland of the country call the U.S. derogatory in the
U.S. for their exposure to the sun, low-income and conservative tendencies.  He has also appointed racist and
under-cultivated Southerners.

refaldo
Slices or slabs of slate, larger and heavier than the others which were placed in the eaves of the roof on a
half-timbering.



refectorio
From refectus, past participle of reficio, recover, recharge, remake.  Place where forces in the seminaries, convents and
monasteries are reset.  Collective dining in the monastico-conventual context.  Here at the seminar while we chat, ate
and had dinner one read the Bible or other book adoctrinante as in the name of the rose.  I remember a scene in which
a somewhat inexperienced companion read the life of San Francisco.  It read: "Of how San Francisco was sleeping on
an old".   (Bell, mistake).  "Of how San Francisco was sleeping on an old".   (Bell, mistake).  But still, man, do not stand. 
"Of how San Francisco was sleeping on an old mat".  General spread.

refran alegre del bable
A mexada ensin peu ye as a pilgrimage ensin gaiteru

refran alistano
saying alistano is incorrectly written and it should be written as "alistano saying" being its meaning:<br>Toro ( 41
Southeast direction; clear, saw ( 41 Northwest; dark, rain safe; Dark Bull, saw clear, good day tomorrow

refran machista
This macho and fringe political figure saying I heard it long ago in Castilla La Mancha: hookers, artists and people of
wool, or pay contribution nor give product to Spain. I believe that almost all politicians on the right and some left-wing
could be added to the list.

refranalegredelbable
Bable or Asturian Lomb say: he said the vieya to February: Ay Febrerin, Febrerin, per very malu you are yes very
piquinin! And diz February: Ay vieya, vieya cun ventiochu days of tengu and four that lends me my March amigu, tengu
facete twist the rabu well.!

refranes alcarreños
Before the world was a handkerchief there were many quarrels and tensions between the peoples of our Castile and
everywhere.  Today I stop in Alcocer, (small castle, said the Arabs), a beautiful village in the Alcarria.  "It is more gross
than those of Alcocer, who threw the Christ into the river because it did not rain."  Or this one: "Do like those of Alcocer,
that when it rains, they let it fall".  

refranes de malcriada
I guess the request refers to spoiled people. Although our specialist in proverbs is Pedro echarte, whose words we see
here very afternoon into evening, I'm going to go with ten sayings: with people poorly raised, nothing. / East, neither
wind nor people ( they say in Portugal ). / With mountain peoples, little company. / Castilian people, people healthy. /
doing well to ruin people, has good beginning and very bad end. / with alparagates people, you do not try. / good
Chickpea and the good thief in Fuentesauco son. / Benavente, good soil and poor people. / people of knife, little works. /
Ande I hot, laughing people.

refranes de pan
In our language are said to hundreds of sayings on the bread. I will mention some that I have heard in Castile, land of
bread: he who ate bread, crumbs make. Where bread comes, crumbs remain. Fine Spanish: bread, bread, wine, wine.
Wheat bread, oak wood and vine wine, behind the House. There is no worse effort than many sons and little bread. My
saddlebag bread, as he is missing me, all me sobra. Fill bread, came to moderation. White bread, heavenly bread.
Morsel of bread, cheese and boot rack a kiss. Bread, which meat enough and wine missing. Rain or no rain, bread there
in Orihuela. Better bread with love than chicken with pain. Bread is cheap, although reine Pontius Pilate.



refranes de pan
Zamorano catapum year sayings: good Chickpea and the good thief in Fuentesauco are. Benaventano, neither Lions
nor zamorano. Better is a decision that two will give you. If naked I was born and naked myself, neither lose nor gain.
Zamora did not win in one hour. A stick with ornaments is also a stick. Benavente, villa good and bad people, to which
another replies: who lies, says it is good your villa, best is its people. Many trim Kit and little icnaf ( many appearance
and little money ). Rapa with rumiendo ( patch ) in the ass, safe alistano.

refuerzo
American behaviorist psychological theory (Skinner ) to defend that a prize or reward associated behaviour increases
the likelihood that repeat.

regentaba
Preterite imperfect indicative in 1st and 3rd person singular of the verb operate means direct, occupy a position of power
with political or social authority. It also means to fill the post of the King in the monarchies is less or you are unable to
find a solution.

regimen nival
nival regime is incorrectly written and it should be written as "nival regime" to be its meaning:<br>It is a type of river
regime in which the flow of a river depends on snow or thaw. Since this thaw occurs in a relatively short time, to raise
the temperature, floods are strong and frequent floods. An example of this is given in the Russian rivers, mostly in
Siberia, with the aggravating circumstance that these rivers flow into the Arctic, where the melting is later. Spring occurs
in what Russians call the " rasputitza " or absence of roads by extensive flooding.

regla de farrar
This American entomologist and beekeeper established in the mid-20th century that honey production per bee is higher
in larger hives.  So a hive of 80. 000 bees produce more than 4 out of 20. 000 .  This is because in large hives the bees
dedicated to the pele are more, being able to reach 75% of the individuals, while in one of 20. 000 pecorea only 25%. 
Remember that a worker, in the working time, spring and summer, takes about 21 days to be born, another 21 days to
care for, feed the larvae, clean and ventilate the hive and its last 21 days to pecorear.  The individual dies.  The
collective remains.  Unless the man arrives and decomposes everything with his herbicides, pesticides and other
glyphosates.

rehice
1st person singular of the past perfect simple ( indefinite ) indicative form of the verb remake which means to go back to
how badly made, repair, restore, rebuild, restore, rebuild...

reinvindicar
Claim: from latin res rei: thing and vindico vindicas vindicare: claim, revenge. Claim individually or collectively a right,
ownership, authorship or reputation.

remigia
Marrow of the cats tail. At ready it was customary to take it to the small cats by pressing the end of the tail with the teeth
and pulling it, because it was thought that if I didn't, that cat would ruin his life.

remilgos
Plural of mincing ( re-: code focus, intensity and mellicus, variant of mellitus: sweet, honey ): very sweet, cloying. It is the
gesture of objection or excessive delicacy or squeamishness to something.



remover montes y morenas
Remove mountains and Moray: this asturleones alistano meaning do the possible and the impossible to get something.
Here the eels were the piles of bundles of wheat mown once and also lots of wood of communal forests, arranged in an
order similar to the wheat.

repámpanos
Also shoots, recorcholis, corcholis, cáspita, recaspita, caramba, snails, rediez, ten, by Jove, swear, demontre, demons,
Devils, caray, cone, hell.  Expressive interjections of moderate intensity that may mean surprise, admiration, surprise,
pleasure or moderate annoyance.  Many of them were used in the comics of our childhood.

repelizarse
Localism of ready: bristle hair by fear in a situation of danger.

reptando
Simple verb gerund reptar Latin repto reptas teptare reptavi reptatum which means to crawl or move along the ground
like reptiles

repuelgo
In the language of ready (Zamora ) crease hanging skin, not natural, but as a result of an illness or a badly healed
wound.

repuelgo
Fold hanging skin, not natural, but as a result of an illness or a badly healed wound.

requiem por el sueño americano
Last libro-ensayo of our admired Noam Chomsky, creator of generative grammar, always present in any initiative to
improve the society against the powerful.  Here our teacher analyzes why wealth and power have been concentrated in
very few plunging into poverty to much of American and non-American society.  Defined ideologically, he said recently a
journalist.  -I think that all authority has to justify itself.  That whole hierarchy is illegitimate until proven otherwise. 
Sometimes, it may be justified, but most of the time not.  And that, that is anarchism.  Chapo, master!.

res derelicta
In Law, an abandoned thing, which has been owned by someone who has given up to continue owning it, allowing
someone else to acquire it by occupation.

res nullius
Legal Latinism : nobody's thing.  This expression indicates that one thing is not owned by anyone, nor has it ever been. 
It differs from the res derelicta in that in the latter, abandoned thing, the owner renounces his property.

resalio
"Resalio " It is a popular way of saying " resalido ". In the popular speech of Spanish, there is an almost natural tendency
to the Suppression of the " (d) " at the completion of the participles ( - gone-ated ) perhaps by phonetic easily. Resalido
is a popular way to almost vulgar to appoint an individual who appears to be in a situation of sexual arousal.

resiliencia en educacion



Capacity of human beings to overcome physically and emotionally to the difficulties of all kinds in life; the worst
difficulties are the emotional ones, like the death of a loved one that breaks us heart. This recovery is important to the
passage of time and the possession of these values: autonomy, self-esteem, coping, conscience, responsibility,
optimistic hope, smart sociability and tolerance to frustration. Has taken this term the psychology of the Sciences of
nature which defined it as the resistance of materials to bend without breaking, and to restore their status and original
form.

respanchingarse
Also repanchingarse, repanchigarse and repantigarse.  Sit in comfort and relaxation, fill up on an armchair or sofa with
scattering of arms and legs. 

respinchar
Wet, sprinkle with a liquid, such as water, content in a large or small container or in nature when hit with an object or
body.   (Ready ).

respuesta parafraseadas
parafraseadas response is incorrectly written and should be written as "parafraseadas answers" being its
meaning:<br>Paraphrased is the singular feminine adjective of paraphrase, of the Greek para: next to and phrasis
phraseos: diction, expression ): what is next to what was said. It is an expanded explanation of a text or Word to make
them clearer and more intelligible. What we do here are parafraseadas answers that seek to clarify the meaning of the
words. Brief answers are not paraphrased

restart now
English expression of the computer language that means " restart now ".  You click on the top of the expression and the
computer restarts. It is suitable when the computer hangs or becomes silly.

retahina
retahina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "litany" being its meaning:<br>The etymology of tetahila is Latin,
of rectum straight rectus: right, straight and filum fili: thread, string: strings or straight threads

retahina
retahina is incorrectly written, and should be written as "litany" being its meaning:<br>It is a series of things that are,
occur or are mentioned in a particular order. I remember a child, we collected " the 34 rapaciada; of the people to make "
some " as cause to " ti 34 Alifonso;   ( that God has you in his glory ) with gestures and voices that he reacted haunt us
and releasing a string of tacos: " Cone, Ray, demon, centella, I caguen vuestralma, I split one ray, recrista...  "

retalar
Alistano asturleones localism which means protest, sulking, oppose something speaking aloud but not face to face.

retazos
Pieces, fragments or parts of something greater, a fabric, a stone, a text or anything.

retilar
This verb is not recorded in the dictionary, but in the language gliglico Julio Cortázar. Remember that this language, as
the Argentinian lunfardo, invented by characters from hopscotch to conceal their amorous Affairs the reader is
encrypted, suggestive language, sexual and semantically opened although the syntactical skeleton is Spanish. So in



Chapter 20 of Rayuela Horacio asks the magician does with Gregorovius, his alleged rival saying: but you retila Myrtle? I
don't go to lie. Te veras retila?

retuerza
3rd person singular present subjunctive or 2nd person singular respect and 3rd of the imperative of the verb to twist
what it means to turn a thing about herself holding it on the one hand, or by this and its opposite with different purposes
such as drain water, braiding a rope or gleaned a branch: also to interpret an expression or conduct of a circumvention
mode misrepresenting the meaning and causing unnecessary trouble with bad faith. Also used pronominalmente to
mean movements or bodily contortions of pain or pleasure.

reuca
Recua metathesis, group of animals, word derived from Hispanic Arabic rakbah ( ridden ). It is also said in a derogatory
way of some group of people or things. Used in ready (Zamora )

revelar y rebelar
There are two verbs with different meanings and different etymological origin. Reveal comes from the Latin verb revelo,
re velum, unveil, take the veil back, manifest, reveal, discover, expose, report something secret or ignored. VELUM veli
means fabric, curtain, sail of a boat. However rebel ( was ) it comes from rebello ( re beautiful ) renew the war, rebel,
stand up against something, revolt, resist. face, insubordinar be, protest.

revenant
In English, reborn, back to life. Film starring Leonardo DiCaprio, directed by Mexican Alejandro González Inárritu
premiered in 2015, based on the life of the Trapper Hugh Glass that was attacked by a bear in the mountains of North
Dakota in an expedition in the winter of 1820 and abandoned to their fate. This film is based on another of the same
subject titled man of a savage land starring Richard Harris and John Huston ( 1971 ).

revenzal
revenzal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "provençal" being its meaning:<br>Provençal: own or native of
the Provence region of southern France, in the East of the Rhone River and close to Italy. This region was the first
Roman conquest outside the Italian peninsula in the II century a. d. C. called province Nostra or simply province, from
where comes the name of Provence.

reverbera
3rd person singular of the present indicative and 2nd person singular imperative of the verb to reverberate, Latin
reverberatory reverberare ( re - code repeat and verbero: spanking, hitting, fustigar 41, bounce, hit with a whip that
bounces. This rebound was also applied in classical latin the rays of light, sound or heat as today: reflect, shine, shine,
fulgurar, glistening, bounce, Flash, flashing, mirroring, resonate, radiate.

revolucion neolitica
It was the first sudden change in the ways of life of men in prehistory, which went from nomadic to sedentary with a
producer economy drip economy.  Towards the Millennium VIII to.  (C).  men began to be farmers.  This revolutionary
transformation is reflected in the book of Genesis in the fight between Cain and Abel, the farmer and pastor.

rhinotmetos
Greek term .  That of the cut nose, of ris rinós, nose and tmetos -e -on, adjective of temno, cut.  Nickname of Emperor
Justinian II, overthrown in 695 and banished without a nose to Chersonese (Sevastopol).  Ten years later with a golden
nose he regained the throne although at the age of 6 what he lost was his head. 



rianxeira
Rianxeira: Female inhabitant of Rianxo ( Rianjo, from latin rivus angulus, bend of the River, by the shape of the river Ulla
upon entering the ria de Arosa ) municipality Galician 6 parishes and nearly 12,000 inhabitants, situated in the South of
the province of la Coruña, patria chica of Castelao, father of the Galician nationalism, died in exile in Buenos Aires in
1950. At this time and in this place was created the eponymous song, hymn of Galician diaspora: to virxe de Guadalupe
/ cando vai pola ribeira, / descalcina pola area, / seems unha rianxeira. / Oliñas come, / oliñas come and go.

ribeira sacra
One of the areas most beautiful South of Lugo in Galicia and North of Ourense on the banks of the Cabe and Sil and
Miño rivers with beautiful canyons and landscapes full of Oaks that so dearly Druids, with an infinite number of
Romanesque churches and monasteries and vineyards terraced (soca LCoS) that produce the Mencía with the
homonymous appellation of origin wines.  What beauties we have on our land and what little we know them!

ril
In the asturleones language of Aliste, testicle. As I child, the alistanos capaban the pigs in the pen, i.e. cut them riles,
disinfecting the wound with piedralipe bluish-green color. They were then cleaned you riles them, they are frying, and
they ate. Perhaps it was thought that this increased fertility, at least I could deduce by the pleasure and joy that ate. But
this was not talk.

rimiacos
Thin, greenish, sticky seaweed of the sources of the field of ready when they are not clean. The SAR supports rumiacos

rinca garbanzos
The alistano asturleones language is a small handful of two or three plants of chickpeas or of wheels ( 41 vetch; or
green peas to eat tender wet them previously in a fountain or pond to remove nitrate from the leaves. In July they are
exquisite.

ringurrango
It is frequent the closure of the vowel or in the northwest area even reaching Extremadura to the point of pronouncing
ringurrangu in some places not only with the official meaning of writing feature or exaggerated and superfluous
adornment, also furrow of the plow and stitched or irregular mending, nook and cranny and sinuous route and even
signature and rubric. 

rio duero, rio duero
River Douro, Douro River is incorrectly written, and should be written as "río Duero, Duero River" being its
meaning:<br>River Douro, Douro River, / nobody to go low; / nobody stops to hear / your eternal stanza of water. /
indifferent or cowardly, / the city returns the back. / doesn't want to see in your mirror / its toothless wall. / you, old
Duero, smile / between your silver beard, / grinding with your romances / harvests bad accomplished. / and among the
saints of stone / and poplars of magic / raisins bringing in your waves / words of love , words. / who could like you, / both
quiescent and in March, / always sing the same verse / but with different water. / River Douro, Douro River, / no one to
be with you low, / already nobody wants to attend / your eternal forgotten verse, / but lovers / who ask for their souls /
and grow in your foam / words of love, words.

ripia
In line with what a comrade says, by Alistanas and Tabaresas lands they call the roof of rockrose branches with mud
located under the slate slices and tiles.  Under the gravel the chilla, irregular boards of poplar or alder and under this the
cantiaos and the beams.  In this way some houses of before and some field sheds for cattle were built. 



ripsalidosis
Also called Christmas cactus or flower of January is a cactus plant epiphytic hanging flat stems, blooming in that time,
with very beautiful hanging flowers, especially those of color red or pinkish, scientific name Rhipsalidopsis gaertneri,
coming from the tropical forests of Brazil with numerous hybrids since 1932.

risa pascual
Risus paschalis: liturgical custom that dates back at least to the ninth century that the Christian priests did laugh the
people in the religious ceremonies of the Easter of resurrection by resorting to procedures that we would now consider
noisy, as jokes, undressing at the altar mimicking sexual intercourse, touching obscenely sex or even masturbate while
people are heartily laughing.  The custom existed in Spain, Italy, France and especially in Bavaria, where, despite the
reform, the osterlachen or ostergelachter remained in some places until the beginning of the 20th century.

risas enlatadas
Laughter recorded and used as a sound resource to induce laughter in the spectators of some television sitcoms.  All
the things I remember are American.  What a stupid thing to do! It's in case the spectators didn't know when they had to
laugh.  It is a much worse resource than that of the CLA in the theater coop when we were low-income students.

risum teneatis
Latin maxim that appears as question in a verse Epistle to Horacio rammers, lirico-satirico poet of the first century a. 
(d).  (C).  , maxima now used to mention something ridiculous or nonsensical: can contain laughter, friends? don't you
laugh, storag laughter.

rodal
By Castilla, the area of land that has some specific feature as you have mushrooms. Thus they speak of stands of
mushrooms. There are grasslands which have some beautiful stands of mushrooms.

rodanxó
Catalan term that means chubby, plump, fat person of stature like Sancho Panza

rollo macabeo
Boring and tedious subject that tires by repetition or by long and farcical explanation such as reading the book of the
Maccabees of the Old Testament, which like the others was written on papyrus rolls or scrolls.  

romance del duero
Beautiful poetry of our Gerardo Diego over one of the most beautiful rivers in Spain and the largest river with permission
of the Ebro. This romance wrote it Gerardo Diego being Professor of language and literature in Soria by the 1920s, city
that also spent rather then the beloved Antonio Machado as a French teacher. Both sang the Douro River that gently
surrounds the city of Soria. The Romance of the Duero speaks of eternal solitude River despite its evolution that takes in
your foam words of love. It is a bit extensive, but it is so beautiful that I transcribe it in another entry.

romanche
Romance language, a Latin heritage of the ancient Roman province of Raetia that they also call retorromanche,
retorromanic, rheético or grison, which currently speak about 60. 000 people in the mountainous canton of Grisons in
Switzerland.  It is connected to the Ladina Dolomitica language of the Italian Alps.  It fragments into about 5 dialects. 

romanes eunt domus



Antirromano graffiti of the life of Brian de los Monty Python, which the protagonist wanted to write on the walls of the
Palace of Pontius Pilate, graffiti corrected by a Roman centurion in " Romani ite domum " correct translation into latin of
" Romans, go home " Recalling " yanquee, go home " only that in Palestine in the time of Christ. The film is for mondar
laugh.

romper la cuarta pared
Among the characters of a literary performance or fiction and viewers-readers is an imaginary wall to which some
creators have referred mainly since the nineteenth century.  So Stendhal in Racine and Shakespeare : ".  .  . The action
takes place in a room where one of the walls has been erected by the magic wand of Melpómene.  .  . "When any of the
characters interact with the expectator-readers the fourth wall is broken.  

romper la troje
Verbal phrase of the Montes de Toledo, Sierra area between the basins of the river Tagus and the Guadiana from North
to South and between la Mancha andthe Cáceres province from East to West, which means having abundance of
goods. Troje in this area of Horcajo de los Montes, Retuerta del Bullaque, Servilleja de la Jara and Guadalupe is more,
camera, the attic or upper part of housing to vain tile with tongue and Groove wood flooring, where settling old cereal
harvest.

romperse la crisma
Colloquial verbal locution.  Pronominal way of breaking the chrism with the reflective enclitic.  Accidentally discalcing,
injuring, or hitting oneself the head or other parts of the body.  The chrism has come to mean the head because in it the
chrism (chrisma in Greek, oil, ointment) was applied in some religious ceremonies. 

roña del olivo
Also called olive tuberculosis.  It is a series of excrements or warts that appear in the bark of the branches, produced by
the bacterium Pseudomonas Savastanoi that penetrates through the wounds.  Of this disease already spoke the
philosopher Theofrasto, successor of Aristotle in the peripatetic school, in his Peri physikon historion (History of Plants).

rorro
Small, newly born child.  My perfectly ground also Lullaby, Lullaby for sleeping children.  Come, sing a rorro child:
Roo-roo-rooo.  This boy has dream, wants to sleep, has a coined ojito and abrirrrrr can not the other! Roooo-rooo-Rooo!

rosehip neurona
Rose hips-neuron.  Hungarian and American researchers have discovered this neuron in the cerebral cortex of people,
which could be related to the existence of consciousness and that bears resemblance to the shape of the fruit of the dog
rose or rosehip calling in my land also agavanzal or tapaculos.  These neurons belong to the Group of the inhibitory
Interneurons which are in equilibrium with the excitatory.

rotacismo
Dislalia in the articulation of the r (rho in Greek) both the single and the double by omission, substitution or distortion. 
Probably Demosthenes, the Greek orator, had this problem which he perhaps overcame.  His enemies nicknamed him
battalos de battarizo, farfullar, stuttering.  Speech therapists speak of lambdacism when the r is replaced by the l
(lambda in Greek) as the Chinese usually do.  

rtfm
Acronym that some respond to questions from other users easy to solve reading the operating instructions of the
appliance: Read The Fucking Manual: read the fucking manual. Others replace the curse for not hurting sensitivities:



Read The Fine Manual: read the good book. In the technical services of computers also means: Reboot The Fucking
Machine: reboot the fucking computer. STCW is used in many internet forums: Search The Fucking Web: search the
fucking page or FTFG: Find in The Fucking Google: look for it in the evil Google. A more ironic version is LMGTFY: Let
Me Google That For You: Let me search for it in Google for ti. A milder form is GIYF: Google Ist Your Friend: Google is
your friend.

rubisco
Also RuBisCo ( ribulose-1 , 5-biphosphate carboxylase oxygenase ) .  This is what biochemicals call a fundamental
enzyme in photosynthesis processes because it catalyzes the fixation of carbon and oxygen from carbon dioxide (CO2)
in plant cells.  Plants and phytoplankton are estimated to transform more than 200. 000 million tons of carbon dioxide
per year.

rucha
Evil aquatic fairy from the Zamoran region of Sayago that lives in the sources of the countryside where she can drown
the children who look alone into the mirror of its waters. 

rudio
Rudis in Latin, wooden sword, sometimes a simple stick used by gladiators and legionaries in their daily training.  A
craft-worked rudium was given to gladiators at the end of their working life if they were lucky enough to survive, which
entailed the charter of their freedom and the possibility of citizenship. 

rusiagate
Rusiagate: The suffix - gate has come to mean scandal politician for corruption after that journalists of the Washington
Post, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein investigate and discover some hacking favored by the Nixon administration
offices Watergate of the Democratic Party before the American's 1972 presidential elections, which led to the resignation
of President Nixon. Currently it begins to speak of Rusiagate, because it says that President Trump would work with the
Russian secret services to discredit Hillary Clinton in the last presidential election. The dismissal of the director of the
FBI James Comey by Trump two weeks ago added fuel to the fire on this issue.

ruta de la lana
One of the oldest peninsular commercial roads, which goes from Alicante to Burgos crossing the easternmost provinces
of Castilla la Mancha.  The road crosses more than 80 towns coinciding in its beginnings with the Jacobean Route of the
Southeast, the Road of the Cid and the Path of the Azahar.  When we started it we find such beautiful cities as Monforte
del Cid, Novelda, Petrer, Sax, Villena, Almansa, Alcalá del Júcar and so many towns and cities in the eastern part of the
Castillas that are a delight for rosemary.

rv
RV : Ryom Verzeichnis , Ryom Catalogue .  Repertory of the works of Antonio Vivaldi made in 1973 by the Danish
musicologist Peter Ryom.  This documentation was not done according to the chronology.

s p q r2e
s. p. q. r2e is incorrectly written and should be written as "S. P. Q. (R). "being its meaning:"<br>Latin acronyms
appearing in many documents and classic monuments of Rome, which mean Senatus PopulusQue Romanus: the
Senate and the Roman people.

s t t l2e
s. t. t. l2e is incorrectly written and should be written as "S. T. T. L. "being its meaning:"<br>Pre-Christian Latin epitaph



of classical Rome residents recorded in the headstones of the graves.  It says " sit tibi terra levis " and it means that the
land will be light.

s6k1
Scientific name of a protein kinase of higher living beings involved in the production, maintenance and cell nutrition, the
inhibition of which facilitates the production of insulin and glucose uptake by cells, which is good news for type 2
diabetics. This research and demonstration, directed by Sara Kozma, is the Institute's metabolism and Cancer the
IDIBELL ( Institute of biomedical research of Bellvitge ) Foundation belonging to the Bellvitge University Hospital and the
University of Barcelona and presided over by the Minister of health of the Catalan Generalitat.

sabancaya
Active volcano of taper, almost 6,000 metres high, located in the South of Peru, Department of Arequipa, in the western
part of the cordillera of the Andes. Sabancaya means tongue of fire in quechua;  He entered again erupting early last
November.

sabañones
Reddened skin especially on the back of the hands and feet, sometimes in the nose, ears or cheeks, accompanied by a
very unpleasant itching that is accentuated by a heat source and inflammation produced by cold and a poor blood
circulation. Dermatologists call it the chilblains. Is popular tradition a good remedy is own urine. So is washing them
hands Azariah in the beautiful film of them Holy innocent based in the novel eponymous of our Valladolid universal
Miguel Delibes. Oh!, milana bonita.

sabir
A mixture of the different Mediterranean Romance languages, devised and used mainly by Genoese and Venetian
sailors and merchants in ports and coastal areas until the nineteenth century.  The vocabulary was mostly Italian with
Castilian, Sephardic, Catalan, Portuguese, Occitan, Greek, Turkish, and Arabic terms.  Even Cervantes speaks of this
language that was used when he was a prisoner in Algiers.  Molière, in the Bourgeois Gentleman, gives us some detail
in Scene X: If you know how to answer; I don't know how to tazir, tazir .   (If you know, speak; if you don't be silent) 

sacar de las casillas
Remove someone from their boxes. Made an expression that means making him lose patience, irritate it, goats with
some impertinence, out of frame. Seems that the expression has its origin in some played of the backgammon, also
called backgammon or tables real, game millennial to which were very amateur them people of high Crest, noble, Kings
and rulers; game made in a Board with many boxes, as the of the chess or the ladies.

sacudir sobar zumbar zurrar la badana a alguien
Hit him, abuse him physically or also from Word. Also says the shock or abuse animals because the pad is a synonym
for the skin. Currently both hits people as to the animals are considered illegitimate actions and are excluded from the
educational process. In our childhood a slap in time was considered the best guarantee of good behaviour, which was
not at odds with the fondness and affection.

sad hill
In English sad hill.  Fictional cemetery of 5 . 000 Empty Graves in which the end of the spaghetti western film The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly was filmed in 1966.  Sad Hill was abandoned until 2015, when the Sad Hill cultural association
began its reconstruction.  

sajo



"I sajo " in the speech of ready ( northwestern province of Zamora ) is an agricultural instrument used by the grower to
dig the Earth and remove weeds.  It consists of a wooden handle of a meter long and an artifact of iron, finished in tip,
made in the local forge with a central hole to assemble the handle.                                              "I sajo " It is also the 1st
person singular of the present indicative form of the verb sajar that it means slitting

salario minimo interprofesional
interprofessional minimum wage is incorrectly written and it should be written as "minimum wage" to be its
meaning:<br>It is the minimum gross salary, according to law, who has charge regardless of the sector in which to work
( a worker with full-time primary, secondary, tertiary, Quaternary or quinary ) their age, their sex, or employment of fixed,
casual or temporary situation. Governments, they say, set it to take account of national productivity, the IPC and national
income, however it all depends on the ideology of the Government and labour awareness of workers who vote in the
elections. In Spain the SMI in 2016 is 655,20 euros per month ( 14 pay annual ) i.e. 764,4 euros per month ( 12 41
annual pay;. In the U.S. the SMI is 1.155 euros monthly ( 12 pay annual 41.

salga pez salga rana
"Go fish or exit 34 frog; or " leave Toad or exit 34 frog; the decision is taken, i.e. that all modes will be what it is has
decided to make for good or for evil, then that the sun rises for Antequera and get wherever.

salguera
Grey willow, willow, ash, zalce, tall, ( salix cinerea ) Bush hygrophilous family of the willow that has many other names,
which grows in ready on the banks of the rivers between the Alders, which, like all of the Salicaceae, has therapeutic
properties and artisanal applications especially in the field of basketry.

salguiral
The alistano bable, area of land next to the rivers where they grow many salgueras, whose Ashen greyish leaves
highlights in the Bank.

salieseis
Second person plural of the preterite imperfect subjunctive of the verb exit ( you salierais or salieseis ) from the Latin
verb salio salis salire meaning sprouting, manar, jumping, dancing. In Spanish it means to move from inside to outside
or from one place to another, get rid of some annoying or dangerous, as out of doubt or a danger, appear, birth, or
sprout, like the Sun or going out wheat or a stain, Excel...

salinice
3rd person singular present subjunctive of the verb salinizar which means increasing the salt content in a liquid or solid,
the Latin noun item sal salis ( salt ) and the suffix verbalizante - izar

salir algo a pedir de boca
Verbal locution that is used when everything happens as we want, perfectly, very well, wonderfully, without setbacks,
without any ifs and buts.  We can also use some other verb, such as to happen, to happen, to come, to resolve.  .  . 

salir como alma q le lleva el diablo
Adverbial phrase that is used with the verb exit, go or run which means wildly, wildly, with haste and turmoil, as they
acted so-called demonized or possessed of antiquity which we are considering today crazy or mentally ill.

salir mal parado



Verbal phrase which means be handicapped as a result of an accident.

salir por patas
Colloquial verbal locution.  Going out by legs.  Leave beeping .  Put feet in dusty .  Take those of Villadiego.  Run, flee
like a soul carried by the devil.  Disappear precipitously.  Escape in the face of a complicated situation. 

salle
Linguistic paradox.  Imperative of the verb to come out second of the singular with the enclitic pronoun .  Word that can
be said but not written correctly, because when writing it the "ll" appears with a different pronunciation.  

salmorreta
Alicante sauce made with garlic, Muchamiel tomato (Mutxamel), Guardamar ñora, parsley, oil and lemon juice.  It is
used as a flavor enhancer in Paellas and Valencian rice dishes.  The key to this really tasty mojo is in the ñoras, ball
peppers whose seeds Christopher Columbus brought to Guadeloupe after his first trip. 

salsa tã¡rtara
Ta sauce Tartar is incorrectly written and should be written as "tartar sauce" being its meaning:!<br>Cold sauce that
accompanies meat dishes, such as chicken or pork chop of pork and fish, that comes from the Tatar tribes of Mongolia,
and that includes mayonnaise, mustard and Pickles in vinegar, capers, olives, green onions, radish and parsley, all
finely minced and mixed with a splash of lemon and a pinch of salt.

saltatrículi
Masculine diminutive plural of saltatrix saltatricis : dancers , dancers , jumpers in Latin .  This is how a dance group
called itself.  Saltatrícula is a genus of birds native to South America popularly called pepiteros or manchaditos. 

saltatumbas
This term already has our Dictionary : clergyman who lives almost exclusively from burials.  I just want to provide the
example of the priest Merino, not the guerrilla of the war of independence, but the Arnedano Martín Merino Gómez, who
attacked Isabel II with a stylus on February 2, 1852 inside the royal palace.  He got caught five days later.

salton
Lomb, grasshopper, grasshopper, insect herbivore celifero.

salud pública
Physical and psychic collective welfare, of all citizens, who must ensure the public health, we pay with our taxes. Private
health is no substitute for the public. It can cater to those who want to pay for it, but it must not impose is unwilling to. In
any case, should be a social service than anything else. Public health is also a social but free service available to all. It
is also true that everyone must contribute with our taxes to pay utilities, so if we want to use as if not.

salva sea la parte
Colloquial and pacatamente jocular and euphemistic substantive locution to designate some part of the body that does
not want to be explicitly named, be it the ageneric rear part or the male or female front. 

salvao
This is how they call in my land Alistana asturleonesa to the bran that in other areas they also say afrecho, moyuelo or



cascarilla.  It is the husk of ground cereals, especially wheat and rye, with part of the flour that was intended for animal
consumption, because the bread was made with the sifted wheat flour and therefore without the husk.  

samarkanda
Uzbekistan city of half a million inhabitants, suggestive name, important enclave of central Asia on the Silk Road
between China and Europe during the old and middle, one of the oldest cities, age of about 2700 years ago, declared by
Unesco in 2001 World Heritage site and registered as Samarkand-Crossroads of cultures.

samudaripen
Gypsy Holocaust, the Great Slaughter in the Calé language.  They also use the term Porrajmos, Porraimos or
Poraminos, devastation.  This genocide has been overshadowed by the Jewish holocaust.  Some speak of more than
half a million Gypsies from all over Europe massacred by the Nazis. 

san andrés de teixido
Village of the Galician ártabra coast halfway between Cedeira and Ortigueira with a shrine dedicated to San Andres
companion of evangelizing adventures of Santiago, magical point of the road by the northern route.  Teixidó means
tejedo, place of yew trees, one of the most beautiful and magical in Galicia, where we can also find the herba de
namorar.

san chin chon
Others say San Chin Choon, San Chin Chun or San Chinchón.  It is not that this beautiful town in Madrid has been
sanctified.  No.  It is the alleged name of the Chinese or Malaysian businessman who provides masks for the city of
Madrid in times of pandemic.  

san cucufato
Also Cucufate, Cucufat, Cugat in catalan, from the late latin cucufa, hood, hood, Cap, Cap probably carrying a Tunisian
monk who evangelized in the 3rd century the Barcelona area of San Cugat del Vallés, martyred and buried in what was
from the IX century the Romanesque monastery of Sant Cugat, of great architectural beauty as many others in this area.
Spanish popular tradition has become to this Saint as devoted to San Antonio in an antidote for loss of objects with this
silly formula and little: San Cucufate, San Cucufate, by the cojones te ato and if I can't find it, you do not untie.

san genadio
Genadio de Astorga, San Juanacio .  Benedictine hermitage, bishop of Astorga in the early 10th century and founder of
several monasteries in the Bierzo area.  The cave of San Genadio is located near Peñalba de Santiago in the Valley of
Silence at the foot of the Aquilanos Mountains.  We have a beautiful country and we don't know it!

sancho ii
Apropos of this character of our history, that Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz talks about us very well in a previous entry, I want to
add some detail: it was indeed the eldest son who aspired to join the Kingdom which their father Fernando I had divided.
I almost had got, when he met with Zamora " the well fenced " where was his sister Urraca. October 7, 1072, during the
siege, Bellido Dolfos assassinated him, according to popular tradition, it has while it met their needs along with portillo
then called treason and now the zamoranos called simply Bellido Dolfos. Said portillo is still preserved in the Zamora
wall near the Cathedral, one of the beauties of Romanesque architecture of the Douro with Byzantine dome

sangubiño
Sanguino or frangula.  A shrub that usually grows on the banks of rivers, flexible wood and purging toxic berries.  Its
bark has been used for tanning leather.  Also say you sangobin, sangobino, sangubino, sangomino, sangrino,



sangumin, sangumo, avellanillo, Black Alder, purple honeysuckle, smelly, salguera del Bierzo, sangreda, sangueno,
azare and many other names.  In my homeland, sanguin.

sanroquico
Diminutive mañico de sanroque, turrón de guirlache de Calamocha y de todo la comarca baturra del Jiloca, elaborated
and consumed in honor of their patron San Roque, who, they say, freed them from the cholera epidemic in 1885.  That
is why the calamochinos dance every sixteen and seventeen of August in his honor. 

santamartero
It strikes me what Jorge Luis of the gentilicio of Santa Marta de Betania in Colombia.  I think that the inhabitants of
samarium responds to the fact that Bethany was a city of the Palestinian region of Samaria which is spoken in some
passages of the Gospels, such as the death of Lazarus, brother of Martha and Mary.  Here in Spain we have many
locations with this name as Santa Marta de Tera at Zamora or Santa Marta de los Barros in Badajoz.  We call
santamartenses or santamartinos to the natives of Santa Marta.

sapa
It came that the Roman patricians consumed, reduced to two-thirds of its volume through cooking, acquiring a viscous
consistency as syrup. As cooking and conservation held in containers of lead, this happened to wine causing disease
lead poisoning, which, among other things, causes psychic disorders, deafness, anemia to be consumed regularly...
This would partly explain the stupidity of many emperors.

sape
In ready to the Northwest of the province of Zamora is an exclamation expression used to frighten or scare away cats.
Sometimes they also say " sapequi!  " as saying: get out of here!

sapia
sapia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sapa" being its meaning:<br>For the Romans sapa sapae was the
wine boiled to reduce it to half or two-thirds.

sapienza
It is an Italian word derived from the Latin sapientia sapientiae which means wisdom

sapoconcho
The toad that has a shell, for Galicians, is the tartaruga, the European river turtle, emys orbicularis, which is protected. 
It lives in the channels of slow and clean water with abundant vegetation especially in the north of the peninsula. 

saprofito
Derives from the Greek adjective sapros, Putrid, rotten, mouldy and the substantive phyton, plant, everything that takes
place.  The Saprophytes are fundamental to the food chain.  They are essential in the food chain as they help in the
process of decomposition that fertilizes the soil.  The vultures also are considered Saprophytes because they feed on
corpses rotting.

saray
Saray is the Hebrew name of the wife of the Patriarch Abraham, which they considered sterile because the marriage
was childless. Why Saray encouraged her husband to have children with his slave and concubine Agar, with whom he
had Ishmael. Later the marriage was visited by unknown assailants who announced it would be parents, what Saray



laughed because he was 90 years old. When Saray had Isaac, Yahweh changed its name by Sara which seems that
Princess and mother of many generations ( meansGenesis 21 41 cap;

sarzaleta
sarzaleta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "zarzaleta" as meaning:<br>In the Rioja dialect, lizard, because
they tend to be among the Brambles of the mount.

satélites
Plural of satellite, coming from the latin word: " satelles, satellitis: soldier escort responsible for the safety of the King 34.
The institution is the last King of Rome, Tarquinius superbus, in the 6th century b. C., which ended up being expelled
from Rome by his misdeeds and those of his son, establishing the Republic. Spanish applies to someone or something
which rotates or moves around one or another major thing most important. In astronomy applies to a natural or artificial
body that revolves around another. It also speaks of city or State satellite because they rely on other more important.

satiriasis
Andromania, exaggerated sexual desire insatiable the sexologists now called correlative to nymphomania male
hypersexuality and compulsive. The term is associated with priapism of satyrs, lesser gods of Greek mythology, with the
appearance of men and goats, always sexually. People with this disorder have never satisfying relationships.

saucedo
Hispanic surname derived from the leafy village of willow place name. It is also an archaeological site of a Roman villa
from the 1st century next to Talavera de la Reina in the province of Toledo and the community of Castilla - La Mancha in
the vicinity of the river Tagus. Feminine, Sauceda, name of the North of the province of Cáceres, Pinofranqueado
hamlet in the region of las Hurdes near Plasencia, who was massacred by the Franco in 1936 for its strength and loyalty
to the Republic. The mass graves that are being discovered with bureaucratic difficulties still, ( which rulers have!  )
testify to the irrational brutality of the oppressors.

savia elaborada
Through the roots, plants absorb water and minerals as nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, calcium, iron...This watery
substance called gross SAP, amounts by Woody vessels to the leaves. Chlorophyll produced by chloroplasts, leaf
capture light energy and carry out photosynthesis, which take carbon dioxide from the air, emit oxygen and transform
the raw SAP in elaborate SAP with glucose, food that is distributed throughout the plant through the Liberian vessels.
This process is similar to the human bloodstream.  In some parts of Spain, at the beginning of the spring, are pruned
vines, quite a few drops of water to segregate in the Court: is the gross SAP is rising.

say yay
Say yes, in English, a song chosen by a jury and the audience of a television programme of the 1 February 2016 to
represent Spain and RTVE in the Eurovision Song festival, which José María Merino as nonsense was rated by the
scholar of the language since its letter is completely in English. What a way of representing Spain! This can't think of him
or roasted that butter.

sápere aude
Dare to know.  Latinism reported by Kant in the essay what is enlightenment? and that happened to be the motto of this
historical period against ignorance, dogmatism and superstition.  The original expression is poet Horacio ( 1st century a. 
(C).   ) in a letter to his friend Lolius

scarborough fair



The fair of Scarborough, anonymous 12th-century English traditional song, versioned by many as Simon and Garfunkel,
Luar na Lubre ( Romeiro ao lonxe ) Wizard of Oz ( sleeps ) is the romantic misfortunes of a young man abandoned by
his girlfriend, which invites who go to the fair from Scarborough to tell his girlfriend the impossible to do so creates in his
love, how to make a seamless linen shirt, get a land between the beach and the sea plowing with a Horn of lamb. are
you going to Scarborough Fair? / parsley, Sage, Rosemary and thyme. Give memories to someone who lives there /,
which once was my true love /...

sccientia
sccientia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "scientia" being its meaning:<br>Scientia is a Latin word
meaning science, founded knowledge versus mere opinions or alleged expertise without foundation.   (The Greeks
called her episteme ). Science in the modern sense are divided into rational and empirical. The rational is based on
deduction from principles evident, such as mathematics and logic. The empirical or experimental are based on the
inductive method that is based on the observation of the facts and reach general laws or theories formulations which
then should be verify. The empirical sciences can study natural phenomena ( 41 natural sciences; or human phenomena
or social ( Humanities and social )

schlagen
German verb which means paste, beat, beat, beat the heart.

scientia
It is a Latin word of the 1st decline ( scientia - ae ) that means science, knowledge.

scrotox
Last madness of botox users: injected into the scrotum for reducing wrinkles and increasing the size. They say that with
little success and the withdrawal of a month and a half. As said the Gypsy: there are people pa too.

se acentúa el nombre de motolinia?
The word in nahuatl is motolinia which seems that it means poor, unhappy.  So they called the Indians of new Spain in
the 16th century evangelists Franciscan monks who accompanied the conquerors, including fray Toribio de Motolinía
also called fray Toribio de Benavente for being in this city of Zamorano.  This was the first word that this monk learned
Nahuatl by what they appropriated it.

se le hace el culo pepsicola
Want something with much longing

se le quema el arroz
In Spain we say that it Miss rice who by age is losing options to meet your wishes, as married. It is above all in the case
of women

se le ve el plumero
In catalan, is li veu the freeze-frame, colloquial expression meaning to see what is really under the appearances of
someone or something, since sometimes appearances are deceiving and that is does not coincide with what appears to
be. The origin of this expression is the nineteenth-century Spanish political situation, absolutists against Liberals, which
created the progressive national militia whose members volunteers wore a cap with a striking red feather plume. In
political discussions could sometimes hear: you to me not me fool, you've seen the Duster.



se queres
Another beautiful song of Luar na Lubre, fruit of his ethnographic research in Galician and asturleonesas areas: want
that either truck sing / take or bido eixo /, treitoiras carballo as / e as sangubino wedges.  If you want the cart to sing, put
a shaft of birch, the treitoiras of oak and sanguino wedges.

sebares
Asturian toponym, place of many sebes , which gave name to this beautiful Asturian parish of the council of Piloña.  A
few years ago the Asturian government imposed the be although the parishioners continue to write Sevares con uve. 
The oldest of the place say that at school the teacher told them that they could write it in both ways. 

sebe
The sebe in the northwest is a hedge, fenced or enclosure of stones, brambles, rockroses, hawthorns, gorse or other
shrubs and bushes, which separates rural properties.  They are also called sebe the reeds and artificial fences of
branches, wickers and sticks that fence meadows and small lands of work because in this area of the peninsula the
smallholdings predominate.

sed itifálica
Itifalica is the feminine of ithyphallic, cult adjective introduced in Spanish after the Renaissance directly from latin and
the Greek ithiphallikos which means, in a redundant way of phallus erect ( Phallos phallou: erect penis and the adjective
itheia ithy ithys: straight, straight, erect ). The SAR defines it as " who has the erect phallus " and I say redundantemente
because phallus is not synonymous with penis but erect penis. To the Greeks the phallos was pictorial or sculptural
representation of the erect penis. They called ityphallos the representation of Dionysus in erection, to which drew in
procession, as a symbol of regeneration. Also called itifalicos edges with which accompanied the procession and the
verses that had the same phonetic Cadence. When speaking of sed itifalica now I guess that it refers to the desire of
erect penis or some contraption that looks like it

sedia stercoraria
In the Vatican museum there is a wooden chair with a large central hole.  Also english monarchs used to have a chair
like that for someone after.  .  I'll wipe their ass.  But according to legend, this Vatican sedia was to check the masculinity
of the pope chosen after the history of the papisa Joan in the middle of the ninth century.  Much has been written about
this, but nothing official.  The Papisa Juana would come to coincide with the period of Benedict III who would die in 858. 

sefarad
Exclusive book of Obadiah 40 biblical place name; Prophet less ) 1, 20, probably identified with any city of Asia minor as
Sardis and Jewish since the beginnings of our era tradition associated with the Iberian peninsula where settled
communities, according to some, since the time of the captivity of Babylon and the dispersion caused by the destruction
of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 586 a. d. C. Sefarad is place and cherished homeland for Jews expelled in 1492.
By 2015 Spain approved the law of Spanish nationality for the Sephardim of accredited Hispanic origin.

segedano
Inhabitants of Zafra, Badajoz city of about 17,000 inhabitants in the autonomous community of Extremadura, built on the
village of Segeda in the Roman province of Baetica, name derived from the river Baetis, the current Guadalquivir.

selandia
Greater island of Denmark on which Copenhage is located separated from Sweden by the Strait of Ersund.  It is located
in eastern Denmark between the Categat Strait to the north and the Baltic Sea to the south.  



selenofilia
Greek selene selenes, moon, shining Moon and filia filias, love, attraction and friendship. It is the love and fascination
with the Moon, Madness by Moon that some lunatic. In almost all cultures to the Moon you have attributed magical
powers. In classical Greece, Selene was Moon, Artemis, the Crescent and Hecate, the last quarter. This Holy Trinity
which had to the OWL as Messenger helped maternity cases and some idiotizaba them. The Romans also said that
those who the gods wish to destroy, first become them crazy.

sembrios
crops is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fields" being its meaning:<br>Plural of planting, Americanism
recognized by the Academy with the meaning of sown, sown fields, which have been planted various seeds such as
cereals, flax, canola, chickpeas...

seme
Second person singular of the imperative of the verb to be with the first-person enclitic pronoun.  Like when we say to
someone: Be me an educated person, please! If we considered it separate: (I am), it would be two correctly ordered
clitic pronouns, not so if we reversed their order as in the somewhat vulgar and funny expression: I went to heaven. 

semele
Daughter of the founding king of Thebes, Cadmo, also introducer of the alphabet and agriculture in Greece, and the
goddess Harmony.  Deadly lover of Zeus and mother of Dionyso (the twice born).  The Romans called her Stimula,
exciter of the Bacantes in the Dionysian festivities. Scientists call semele androgyna a climbing plant of the
asparagaceae family, endemic to the Canary Islands and the Azores, which they also call gibalbera, alcacán, lega or
brusque.

semilla de lino
Flaxseed is called. They are small seeds, flattened ovoid, shiny and brownish in colour, used since ancient times for
food and medicinal purposes, to make flour or extract linseed oil, rich in fatty acid, used in food, industry and traditional
medicine. Mi tierra de Aliste poultices of flaxseed is used to assuage the pain of back, joints or any part of the body, for
bronchitis and respiratory problems. In June the linares of the bank looked like pieces of blue sea.

senolítico
Medical term of Greco-Latin etymology used by researchers, derived from senex, old and lysis, dissolution.  They call
this drugs that eliminate senescent cells that resist apoptosis and have stopped dividing.  One of the current lines of
research works on the delay of the aging process. 

senorito/a del pan pringao
Señorita/to de pan pringao: Se dice despectivamente de los que alardean de cultura y refinamiento pero a las primeras
de cambio manifiestan su incultura y bastos modales, por eso los antiguos decían: La señorita del pan pringao, que
acabó metiendo la mano en el guisao. Se aplica por tanto a todas las personas que quieren aparentar más de lo que
son o tienen. Hoy me ha recordado Homer Simpson esta expresión al llamar a su hija Lisa señorita del pan pringao

sentidiño
Galician word of 2019 that carries the common sense of all, the seny say Catalans, sanity in saying and acting, the
wisdom to live in harmony with nature and with others, being reasonable having empathy.  How much I miss my
northwestern land these pandemic months!

sentinelés



Unknown language of a strange tribe perhaps from Africa for more than 60 years. 000 years settled on the North
Sentinel Island of the Andaman Islands archipelago in the Gulf of Bengal between India and Burma.  They have no
contact with civilization.  In 2018 they shot dead an unwary missionary who approached.  Its technical development
could correspond to the Neolithic.  Looks like they survived the 2004 tsunami. 

septenviros
From the latin septem, seven and vir viri, male, male.  The septemviri epulonum or epulones were seven priests of
ancient Rome responsible for chairing and controlling the ceremonial sacrifices and banquets (epula) to appease the
wrath of the gods.  This priestly College was founded in the 196 to.  (C).  Also called septemviri judges responsible for
distributing the lands of the conquests of Rome.

ser al uso
Verbal locution .  Be or act according to the prevailing custom or according to the social norms of the moment. 

ser algo la polla
Also the host or cock with onion.  Ordinary and provocative expressions of today's young people in Madrid with which
they recognize the worth of something.  Instead of saying that something is very good, it is the cock with onion,
emphasizing the absurd rhyme.  It can also be a recrimination with which rejection or weariness towards someone or
something is shown.

ser de alto copete
Verbal phrase that people use, not without some joke to refer to people of high social position or who believe it. The
origin of the expression is in fashion to wear wigs, hairstyles and high hats by the ladies and gentlemen of the
aristocracy in the 17TH and 18th centuries.

ser de armas tomar
Verbal locution .  Be brave, determined, fearless and even risky in acts and attitudes not being intimidated by the
problems and difficulties in the companies or intended objectives.  The proper and ancient sense of weapons taking or
taking up weapons was the resort to physical violence. 

ser de fiar
Deserve trust, be worthy of the trust of others based on one's own mood or behavior, have credibility with them. 

ser de la cofradía del puño cerrado
It is an idiom similar to these other expressions: be the Virgin of the fist, agarrao, stingy, splendid, little rácano, who
never invited, that is stretched less than the Porter of a football, which is more arrarado than a schottische, which is
more rácano than the Duron next Budia ( Guadalajara ) by not giving not giving the time.

ser de la c¿scara amarga
This expression is used in Spain for centuries with different meaning: started meaning in the seventeenth century - 18th
man cheat and bully who, after going to mean person progressive and new ideas for the conservatives in order and you
are done being a euphemism for homoxesual

ser del puño cerrado
Also belonging to the brotherhood of the fist, because the closed fist is an obvious redundancy, it is the same as being
stingy, being more grabbed than a chotis, (say the Madridians), being a rácano when sharing material goods with



others, being a weigher who does not let go or a hard, do not want to share with anyone.  When we go with reeds for our
madriles, (how do we miss it!)  , you can immediately see who's in the brotherhood.  By Guadalajara they usually say
that someone is more grabbed than those of Durón next to Budia, (two Alcarreño villages). 

ser gato
Be cat. In addition to what furoya and other Hispanic colleagues, here, in the madriles, it means to be blooded Madrid; at
least of 3 or 4 generations. It seems that you are called so from the time in which the Arab fortress of Magrit was
conquered beyond by the 11th century by Castilian soldiers of Alfonso VI. A soldier climbed the wall of the cuesta de la
Vega, of more than three meters, to change the Muslim flag by the Christian, with the skill of a cat. We have current
witnesses of this wall in the area of the Royal Palace, calle Bailén, main street and the viaduct over the calle Segovia
and other places in the neighborhood of la Latina. In this area, at the slope of the Vega, which ran a stream towards the
Manzanares River, also there were the shootings of May 3, 1808 ( 41 Goya; and not in the mountain from Príncipe Pío,
according to latest research.

ser mano de santo
Verbal locution.  Be something a proper and quick remedy in solving any problem or discomfort.  Certain people are also
said to "have holy hands" when they are skilled or expert with their hands to cure ailments or solve any problems.

ser mas tonto que abundio
Perfectly oral locution that is also used in the rest of Spain to reprimand some kind of misconduct. Some complete this
locution with more variable: you're dumber than Abundio, who sold an ear because it was repeated. / you're dumber
than Abundio, who sold the car to buy petrol. / you're dumber than Abundio, who fell on his back and broke the tip the
cocoon.

ser meticuloso
Be careful when acting paying attention to all the details no matter how small they may be for fear of being wrong.  Be
conscientious and scrupulous in words and actions.  The Latin term meticulosus and also metuculosus already appears
in Plautus meaning shy, fearful and also what causes fear (metus).  Probably the term was created from metus but with
the clothing of periculosus , dangerous. 

ser un badanas
Perfectly verbal phrase that means to be an abandoned, a careless, little careful with your person and what surrounds
him.

ser un cacho pan
Colloquial verbal locution.  Be very kind and kind in the treatment, perhaps too good person, without malice, without
distrust, without malice.  It is also said to be better than bread.  

ser un plasta
Being heavy, but heavier than a cow in your arms; annoy, annoy repeatedly, but disturb ad nauseam; Being a pelmazo,
a wedge who knows everything, who has solutions for everything even if it is the most unlikely subject, who is not aware
of any limitation and who almost makes you feel imbecile. 

ser una estrecha
Go ahead that I recognize that this is a macho language that unfortunately has accompanied us for a long time and
there it is.  It was said and continues to be said of the girls with whom it was very difficult if not impossible to fuck,
primordial and illusory objective most of the time of every good Iberian male and not. 



ser una gaita
Being from a somewhat comical matter or a matter complicated and difficult to manage.

ser una odidea
It is a long trip or adventure with all kinds of events, some favorable and others not. Set of difficulties and vicissitudes
through which passes a person or several in the achievement of their projects. The word has its origin in the Odyssey,
epic poem attributed to Homer 40 Greek; 8th century a. d. C.  ) in which sings the adventures of Odysseus or Ulysses
with his classmates, return to his homeland Ithaca, after the Trojan war.

sesqui-
Derived from the Latin adverb of quantity sesqui-prefix, one half more.

sesquipedal
The adjective derived from the latin, sesquipedalis, foot and a half long, very long.  Horacio on the epistle rammers or
poetic art uses the expression sesquipedalia verba: long words, a foot and a half, overblown and redundant words,
archisilabos.  The sesquipedalismo usually goes against clarity of language.  From here it is derived sesquipedaliofobia
or fear of long words, some are also called hipopotomonstrosesquipedaliofobia.  If I didn't have broth, three cups.

setabense
Gentilicio de Játiva (Xativa in Valencian), in Latin Saetabis, Levantine city of Valencia.  A universal Setabense was the
Baroque painter I have always admired, José de Ribera.  The spagnoletto was called by the Italians for his low stature, a
follower of Caravaggio's darkness and Van Dick's luminosity.  He developed his art in 17th-century Naples. 

setenil de las bodegas
Charming village of the province of Cadiz, urbanized in descending sections from the castle to the Gadalporcún River, a
tributary of Guadalete, which has eroded the rock in which some street is embedded.  Besieged seven times
unsuccessfully in the reconquest ( septem nihil ) until the definitive in 1484.  It was declared a Historic Artistic Ensemble
in 1985.

seudomio
seudomio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "pseudonym" being its meaning:<br>Noun of Greek origin, from
pseudes pseudes: fake, liar, deceitful and onoma onomatos: name: fake name. It is the name used by some writers,
artists or the world of show business to hide their identity or because his real name is little striking or very common.
They also tend to use a false name people from the world of the delinquencia or espionage.

sextus
Sextus is a Latin word. It is an ordinal numeral adjective that means sixth in Spanish, namely that, in a series, it ranks
sixth. It would be incorrectly written if deemed a Spanish word, but it is a word of latin, our language " madre-abuela "

shenandoah
Word originating from the American Indians Algonquinos of varied semantics : ( "daughter of the stars", "river between
mountains", "forest deer"), then converted into beautiful song.  It now designates many American places and towns, a
nature park and a northern Virginia river that flows into the Potomac, the Washington DC River. 

si te dijera la verdad te mentiría
Expression with a setback very typical of some Galicians who do not finish defining themselves in matters somewhat



committed or by their desire for impartiality or not to want to look bad with anyone, as when they say: On the one hand
you xa ves, and outro what do you want che to say? Or this one: As I say unha cousa dígoche a outra!

siba
Also, Ziba, biblical figure in the old testament, named in the 2nd book of Samuel chapters 9 and 16, servant of King
Saul, freed according to Flavio Josefo, father of 15 and 20 servants master. The death of Saul he intrigued to King David
to get their inheritance had gotten his grandson Mephibosheth, finally getting the half after the defeat and death of
Absalom.

sic vos non vobis
So you don't for you.  Hemistiquis who wrote Virgil on the walls of the palace of Augustus, angered by the plagiarism of
Batilo, for this to complete the verses.  Only Virgil knew how to do it : Sic vos non vobis mellificatis , apes; Sic.  .  .  fertis
aratra , boves; Sic.  .  .  nidificatis, birds; Sic.  .  . vellera fertis, oves.  So do honey bees, but not for you; thus do the
oxen, but not for you; thus you make the nest the birds, but not for you; that's how you carry the sheep, but not for you. 
So the creators make their works, but for us all to enjoy them.  Intellectual property, yes, but art, culture, science, all the
good things of life, at the service of all.

sicerone
sicerone is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cicerone" being its meaning:<br>Is the singular ablative of the
cognomen or third name of the speaker and Roman philosopher of the 1st century a. d. C. Marcus Tulius Cicero
(Marcus Tullius Cicero ). Cicer ciceris means Chickpea and it seems that it was this third name for wart that had his
nose resembling a chickpea. Given that it was one of the best speakers of the antiquity and had an easy Word, we now
call cicerone to the tour guides that explain the artistic, cultural and historical aspects of museums, galleries, monuments
or cities visitors. It is also said of one who has ease of Word and is well explained.

sicofante
Also sycophancy.  Greek sykon, fig and faino, discover.  Informer, professional whistleblower and flattering.  Many in the
classical as in all over Athens did groundless and overlooking illegal gain as many reported rich preferred to get rid of a
few drachmas to be exposed to the uncertainty of a sentence to a false accusation

siempre hay un roto para un descosido
Saying of our language which means optimistic so that there is always a solution to any problem. In personal
relationships, there is always someone who wants you to many defects have or you can find someone who is similar to ti
or your add. The expression also has negative formulation: never missing a broken for tearing and many Andalusians
say: never a pa broken farta a descosio

siervos de la gleba
The lower level along with beggars, and outcasts of the third State or the plain level or State people, very heterogeneous
sector with more than 95% of the population in the former regime of feudalism and the modern period up to the time of
revolutions industrial, political and social of late 18th century and early 19th. The serfs were peasants who worked the
land of the noble and ecclesiastical free to decide about his life and activity as were inextricably linked to the Earth
working passing to the heirs of these lands, as well as their children and their children's children. They were the example
clearer of medieval slavery and the modern age. Their current children are laborers without ground working for the
gentlemen of the Holy Innocents or elsewhere.

sieso
Sieso: from the latin sessus, participle last of the verb sedeo is-ere, sedi, sessum, be seated, sit is, remain. As
colleagues say this word defines the unfriendly person, unpleasant and repellent character and bad milk. Also is the



year in its part external and internal, a last name originating from Aragon and the name of some populations of this area
of Spain as Sieso of Jaca in the pre-Pyrenees hoscense.

sigillaria
Statuettes of clay, wax or bread that the Romans gave themselves in the Saturnalias in a festive atmosphere and
revelry.  They could have very different forms; some represented the god Priapus or were shaped like a phallus. 
Everyone shouted: Io Saturnalia! wearing on his head the pileo or Phrygian cap typical of freed slaves. 

siglas
They are the initial letters together of several words, forming a syllable or two, to save the language. They tend to
designate institutions or groupings of various types, such as companies, etc.

siglo xiv
In the Europe of the low middle ages was a century of crisis; in the field of ideas is already seen Renaissance and
modernity with anthropocentric ideas against the previous theocentrism. A symbol of this confrontation was the
controversial English philosopher Guillermo de Ockham, called to order from the papal seat in Avignon from which fled
to Germany after years of futile waiting. In the institutional field began to confront the two powers traditionally United:
religious power and the civil, the Church and the State, while each one in particular suffered from its internal crisis: the
Church had three Popes and statewide feudal nobles lost power in favour of the monarchy with the social unrest that
began and the wars which lost seeing castles left be impregnable against gunpowder for cannons. And if small
imbalances in all, the black death killed a third of Europe's population.

signficado de leguas
It is the plural of League, from the latin lecua lecuae, ancient unit of length expressing the distance that a person could
walk for an hour. This distance has had some variations from classical Rome according to different zones or countries.
Currently one mile is equal to 5 km.

significado de aprobado del griego
With permission of the " master " collaborators from the open dictionary, Pedro, I want to make some clarification on "
approved ". In classical Greek " approved " It said " egkrino 34, composed of " krino " that meant " " judge; be approved "
34 egkrinomai;. As the gamma ( 41 g; in front of another guttural in Greek is pronounced " or "   ( n ) the above verbs
were pronounced " enkrino and enkrinomai ". The past participle of the preterite perfect 34, egkrekrimai " He was "
egkekrimenos - e-on " that was pronounced " 34 enkekrimenos;: which has been approved. Forgive the grammar roll.

significado de epicarpo
meaning of epicarp is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Epicarp" being its meaning:<br>"Epicarp " of Greek
origin, ( epi:sobre and karpos: fruit ): " what is about fruit " therefore it is the skin of all types of fruit. It is a protective
layer that contains cellulose, essential oils, pigments, enzymes, vitamins...Often we remove the skin of the fruit to
remove chemical contaminants, but also remove the best fruits. Hence the importance of organic farming

significado de inducción - diccionario de filosofía
It is the method used by the experimental sciences as opposed to deduction, method used by rational science.  The
deduction goes from general to particular, contrary to the induction part of the concrete for enunciating General
statements (hypotheses) always with caution and antendiendo to possible exceptions.  If the exception is confirmed the
hypothesis is would come down.  So humble is the science.

significado de la palabra leirope



Nymph of Tespia, city of Boeotia to the Northwest of Attica and Athens, raped by Kifissos, personification of the
homonymous River that flows into Lake Copais and whose union was born beautiful and unfortunate narcissus.

signo de frank
Controversial symptom of cardiovascular disease described in 1973 by American pulmonologist Saunders T Frank.  It is
a transverse groove in the earlobe that many people develop especially with age.  Analyzing the bust, found in Italica, of
Emperor Hadrian, the commentator noted that the artist reflected this sign in his earlobe, from which he deduced that
Hadrian probably died of heart problems. 

signo diacritico
sign diacritico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "diacritic" being its meaning:<br>Graphic sign that confers
a special value to other signs written, like accents acute, grave and circumflex, Diaeresis, spirits soft or harsh Greek, n
tilde, the point, coma, point and coma, the brief, the macron Diacritico, from the Greek day-: by, through and krino:
judge, separate, differentiate: what separates, what differentiates.

signos de admiracion
exclamation is incorrectly written and should be written as "signs of admiration" being its meaning:<br>Exclamation:
signs of admiration or exclamation point (!  ) they are spelling punctuations whose function is to facilitate the reading and
interpretation of a text to express admiration or exclamation point to something that is said in the text. In English we use
with point up sign when it starts the exclamation point or admiration and the final point below sign when completed,
which does not necessarily coincide with the beginning and end of the sentence. After the close, it could be any sign
except the point scoring. If this sign closes the phrase, then it writes uppercase; If not, not.

sigre
Integrated Packaging Management and Collection System .  Ecological initiative of the non-profit pharmaceutical sector
to prevent unused medicines and their packaging from contaminating the environment.  

silfio
In the Greek dictionary the term silphion is translated by laserpicio, aromatic plant.  Was in ancient times a plant similar
to the giant fennel in Tangiers of the genus Ferula whose specific identity still unknown although we have some
description in Pliny the elder, Theophrastus, and Strabo and his image is preserved in any currency of the Roman
province Cyrenaica to the North of Libya, where they grew rich to extinction? in the 1st century.  I was used in the
kitchen, as aphrodisiac, abortion and many other ways.  Some have regarded it as the aspirin of the ancient.

silfos
They are fantastic beings of Celtic and Germanic mythology, consist of air, brothers of the fairies or Sylphs. Do not have
feelings or language: communicating by thought and live in deep caves of the forests. It is said that they can live
thousands of years and are responsible for maintaining the cleanliness of the air.

silicua
From Latin siliqua, sheath of some plants.  Elongated, bicarpelar and dehiscent capsule containing the seeds of certain
plants such as cabbage or mustard.  It was also an ancient coin, as Fede points out and is an Italian municipality near
Cagliari on the island of Sardinia.

silvopascicultura
Latin Etymology: silva silvae: jungle, forest, pasco: feed and culturae culture: culture.  It is the science that studies the
techniques to reconcile forestry that analyzes the modes of production of forests in a way that is sustainable and useful



to the society with the experts that studies obtaining sustainable pasture for livestock. This science, whose name is
unknown the SAR and that it tries to integrate forests and pastures as long that is studied in universities.

similia simílibus
It is a Latin saying defended in traditional medicine and among advocates of homeopathy that diseases are cured with
similar things.  Thus, it was thought that a plant whose leaves, flowers or fruits were shaped like a heart, would be good
for curing heart disease.  Experience has shown us that it is not true.

sin ton ni son
Act or speak without sense, without order or measure, without tino, tuntun, without order or concert. The expression has
resonances musicals as ton is tone and they are is sound

sin vender una escoba
Idiom that interprets situations in which the expected is not achieved or what in logic should be for different reasons.  A
farmer on my land whose tractor had broken down so he could not plow the land, told me recently: It's noon and I don't
sell a broom. 

sinalogia
sinalogia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sinalogia" as meaning:<br>From the Greek synallasso, join,
join, link. It is the union of elements continuous, contiguous or relational to forming a physical or logical unit.

sincell
Neologism of social networks that I liked.  I have seen it in the comments on the anthem of Spain that Iñaqui Gabilondo
recited in the television program of the Resistance.  A hymn that spoke, among many of our gastronomic delights, of the
potato omelette with onion or without.  And immediately the sincebollists, the concebollistas and the bitortillistas began
to discuss.  I think the sincell omelette is an option, but I love the concell. 

sincronizado
Word of Greek origin: ( without: with and chronos: time ) that means " at the same time 34. It is that acts at the same
time as another or others, according to a plan previously programmed.

sindiós
The term is still not recognized by the Academy.  Chaotic situation, lack of control, mess, grotesque chaos.  Says
everything that alters even in an apparent manner and exaggerated the order and sense of things or the laws of nature,
as it happened in the film surrealist and delusional by José Luis Cuerda, dawn, which is not little.  "I can not stand this
sindios", said the Gutierrez out shooting the mountains seeing that the Sun came out where apparently was not.  Pure
surrealism.

sindrome de estocolmo
Stockholm syndrome is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stockholm syndrome" being its
meaning:<br>Psychic response of complicity that some victims of abuse or kidnapping experience towards the cause of
them, perhaps as a mechanism of unconscious self-defense against an attack by the forces of the order. Coined this
name psychiatrist Nils Bejerot in 1973, Advisor of the Swedish police in the assault of the banco de Crédito of Stockholm
on 23 August that year, observing the reactions of the hostages in captivity.

sine ira et studio



Judgment of Tacitus in the annals with which mark its intention of treating historical facts since the death of Augustus to
the Nero without bitterness or partiality, without hate or love.  Slogan later became historical method the
nineteenth-century German historian Leopold von Ranke subject only to documents.  But the correct not only historical
method must be based, but also, in the documents.  Currently in Spain, many want to make the historical memory of our
past more recent ira et studio claiming the truth of what so many years has been buried in ditches.  The wounds do not
heal if the infection is still inside.

sinecua
sinecua is incorrectly written and should be written as "sine qua non" to be its meaning:<br>The full expression is sine
qua non or condition sine qua non, Latinism used primarily in the legal field, which means a condition without which, so it
doesn't mean that things that we talk about is sufficient and necessary condition will be fulfilled following. It is the same
condition that is expressed in the connective biconditional in propositional logic with " if and only if ". If and only if A is
condition of B and B is A condition, then A is equal to B, i.e. is a sine qua non condition A to B and B condition, so that A
and B are equal.

sinecura
Latinism: no care, no dedication, no obligation.  Some priests in the Middle Ages enjoyed beneficium sine cura for some
special musical, literary, research or whatever occupation.  They were exempt from the healing of souls, from the
spiritual care of the faithful.  I think that the musician Antonio Vivaldi, the red priest, was in this situation but more than
because of his musical activity because of his poor health.  Latinism ended up meaning employment or office, especially
in the realm of nobility and clergy, which gives little or no work and good remuneration.  A bargain, a bicoca, the perks of
the powerful and almost always pararásitos. 

sinonimo deinputar
synonymous with deinputar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "impute" being its meaning:<br>From the
latin: Spanish imputas imputare which means attribute, assign.  Spanish accuse, blame, incriminate, blame, indict,
ratting or denouncing someone as related or participating in the realization of something improper. On the right side the
imputation is a legal figure who does not imply guilt but suspicion, with at least some basis, of carrying out or
participating in the execution of something illegal. In these times of so much political and economic corruption of the
powerful and crisis and hardship for the poor, the judicial powers are accusing some politicians and bankers, but
condemn, that is said to condemn, to very few. However poor the poor who steals a chicken.

sinónimo de exclusoras
Feminine plural of exclusionary: the suffix-or frequently form words to designate an agent or Director of an action, as a
salesman, painter, sculptor, however the Academy doesn't support it with all verbs; in some cases supported instead the
present participle as in the case of agent, hurtful, lacking or exclusive: which excludes. It also supports Excluder.
Therefore the true exclusionary is exclusionary or turtle excluder. The Academy supports also excluded or excluded is
the exclude passive participle.

sinónimo de frontispicio
Word of Latin Etymology, frons front: front, front and spicio: see, look: " what you see front ". It is the front or front of a
building, a piece of furniture, a book or anything else. It also applies in computing at the beginning and end of a process.
In classical architecture and neocasica is the pediment or auction triangular front located above the columns that
adorned the entrance to public buildings, mostly temples such as the Parthenon dedicated to the goddess Athena,
patron of Athens. This triangular gable used to be decorated by mythological scenes; of course that all the architectural
elements mentioned were of marble.

sinónimo de loado
Praise is the participle passive of loar which means praise, commend, exalt and therefore synonym of praise are



praised, praised, exalted, hailed, praised, praised, applauded, cheered, honored...

sintagma
From the Greek syn-: with, together with taxis taxeos: placement, management, disposal and the suffix - ma: result of
the action: Group of words in order. It is the unit of syntactic function which has a nucleus and other elements (
determinants, prepositions...  ). The phrase is known by the kernel or by function. Thus speaks of Syntagma-nominal or
sintagma-sujeto. There are nominal, verbal, adjectival, adverbial and prepositional phrases. Syntagma Square is today
the heart of Athens after the referendum in which we are all Europeans that we want another Europe.

sirtuinas
Enzymes in our body that regulate cellular metabolism by decreasing oxidative stress and inflammation that sometimes
activates the immune system.  They perform cellular protection by activating other proteins that repair DNA and extend
the life of cells.  Some plant food compounds activate sirtuins, such as resveratrol, present in grapes and wine. 

sirve
Some requests of meanings I puzzle. Seems as if the do individuals of other languages. This word is the 3rd person
singular of the present of indicative or the 2nd person singular of the imperative of the verb serve that is polysemous and
sometimes also pronominal. Can mean help, work to another in different conditions, sometimes even in situation of
slavery, by that the Roman classics called servus to the slave. Also assert, be suitable or appropriate for something,
distribute, distribute, supply, take in some game as the tennis, play, pull, take advantage of is, benefit is, profit is...

sisallar
Place where sisal abounds, shrub corresponding to the salsola vermiculata that also call barrilla, caramillo, spine, soap,
salt, salitron, white soda, tarrisco, zurrapapos.  .  .  , whose ashes are rich in soda carbonate to make soap.

sistema ticónico
Also tychonic.  It was the system defended in the sixteenth century by the Danish astronomer Ticho Brahe, that of the
silver nose, which united Copernicus' heliocentrism with the geocentrism of Ptolemy : The earth in the center.  Around it
the fixed stars, the moon and the sun and around the sun the other planets.  In this way it was intended to explain the
annual paralage of fixed stars, that is, that we do not appreciate difference in luminosity in the stars because the
motionless earth would be in the center. 

síndrome de amapola alta
Also high exposure.  The English say tall poppy syndrome.  Feeling of rejection and hatred that stands out in some area
perhaps to inconsciently justify one's mediocrity.  This expression derives from an account by Herodotus that Aristotle
also quotes in book V of Politics and also in the book I of Ab urbe condite of Titus Livio: Tarquinus the proud, last king of
Rome, cut the highest poppies in his garden when his son Sixth Tarquinius asked him for advice on what to do in the
city of Gabios , once conquered.

síndrome de doña florinda
This is how the Argentine writer Rafael Ton defines it in his book.  A feeling that, apparently, have enough citizens of the
middle class who, declassed, without class consciousness, believe themselves superior and look over their shoulders at
their peers.  Something similar to what Doña Florinda said in El Chavo del 8.  This is how some explain the rise of the
right in the last elections

síndrome de klinefelter
SK or 47 XXY, by chromosomal mutation in the gonosoma.  Genetic disease in some males can result in



Hypogonadism, Gynaecomastia, infertility, hipoandrogenismo, deficiency of testosterone, learning difficulties and other
symptoms.

síndrome de ménière
Chronic pathology of the inner ear caused by its inflammation and the increase of endolymph, often associated with
migraines and neurotic character, which manifests itself in episodes of vertigo in which everything spins, tinnitus and
hearing loss.  It was described by the French physician Prosper Meniere in the mid-19th century.

síndrome de tourette
Disorder neuropsychiatric of multiple tics of movement and words, like blinking of eyes or other facial movements
sometimes associated with the coprolalia.  It seems that it is related to problems in the brain with its such as dopamine
or serotonin neurotransmitters.  Curiously individuals with this disorder seems that inherited improve with a gluten-free
diet.

síndrome del sabio
Savant syndrome, pathology that occurs in people with injuries, diseases or difficulties in brain development,
compensated with extraordinary abilities in other areas such as music, art, mathematical calculation.  .  .  , always
attached to a portentous memory .  The term idiot savant, idiot scholar, created by doctor John Langdon Down of the
nineteenth century was corrected in the twentieth.  

smn
In Mexico, acronym of the national weather service and the national military service

so pretexto
So the pretext: So can be an interjection, a contraction, a deprecated pronoun or a preposition derives from the latin (
sub ) that means low or below. In the latter case, i.e. as preposition in Spanish often attached to nouns such as coating,
pena, pretext...followed by the preposition of, forming fixed expressions. So the pretext of means with the excuse, with
the apology, with the apparent motive of...

so, g&#39;sell, so
It is the night cry of the guardians of the tower of the Gothic church of St. George in the medieval German city of
Nordlingen.  "Everything's fine, mates, everything's fine."  So they say from ancient every half hour from 22 to 24 hours,
because there is no enemy in sight outside the walls of the old city. 

soberania popular
popular sovereignty is incorrectly written and should be written as "popular sovereignty" being its
meaning:<br>Socio-political concept of the enlightenment that all power comes from the town or the will of the people.
The enlightened of the eighteenth century as Rousseau, Voltaire, Montesquieu, Kant.., who considered themselves
Liberal, flatly opposed absolutism and above all to the absolutism of divine origin which is summarized in the so-called
sentence of Luis XIV of France: " the State am I " and it was the origin of power in God, who went directly to the
monarch, which did not have to give explanations to anyone about how he was exercising.

sobranceiro
Adjective Galician and Portuguese. Sobrancero. In Galician and Portuguese this term has an optimistic semantics as it
means that stands out, that it is superior spatial, social, or personally, tall, dominant, arrogant, high, proud, prominent
and preeminent. In Spanish is the lazy having no job or benefit, what leftovers or exceeds form, quantity, or weight.



sobre y sus homofonas
It is a polysemic word that can be substantive meaning to cover paper or other material to introduce money, documents,
cards, letters, etc, with different shapes, colors and sizes. It can also be a preposition with many circumstantial semantic
nuances: up from about in, before, by, in addition a prefix derived from the Latin preposition super, as overprotection,
bonus, sobresdrujula, various verbal forms of the verb overload overrun. In the jargon of the cot, bed young: I'm going to
rub to the envelope.

sobreproteccion
overprotection is incorrectly written, and should be written as "overprotection" being its meaning:<br>It is the educational
attitude that some parents have their children's excessive protection, in such a way that they pave them the way of life
so they do not have any difficulty or stumble, which makes difficult them when will grow its relationship with reality,
because they have not had experience of the trip and the mistake, which is how we learn the humans. Thus, the
overprotection is pedagogically incorrect. We have to allow, controlling, which our children stumble from time to time so
they can learn to get up.

sobrizarse
Support the body on something like a wall standing. Had my Tía Vicenta who, being young, had died overnight a
quinquillero being " sobrizao " on the wall of the cemetery.

sociologia criminologica
Sociology, Word of Greek origin, ( socius: partner, in relation to another and lodge: logos, study, Treaty, understanding )
It was named by the French philosopher Augusto Comte of the 19th century, founder of positivism. According to him, it
should study the social behaviors of human beings among themselves and with institutions such as physical
phenomena; Why called it " 34 social Physics;: now interhumanos phenomena are not understood, as made chemical,
because the human being is free, what makes their behavior to some extent unpredictable. Why sociologists speak in
terms of probability. Criminology studies the characteristics, causes and effects of the behaviour criminal human that
relies on the sociology, psychology and other social sciences. Criminological sociology studies these behaviors based
on laws and conclusions of general sociology.

sociópata
Etymological hybrid of Latin socius, partner, companion and Greek pathos patheos, agitated state of soul, suffering,
pleasure, passion.  A person without social empathy who cares about a damn the good of the other, which he hides with
seemingly intelligent manipulation with post-truths or fake news that often from power deceive the poorest and most
disadvantaged, which unfortunately are the most.  Examples of these people are those who do not allow
anti-coronavirus drugs to arrive in Cuba or withdraw financial contributions to WHO.  This is what Master Noam
Chomsky puts us in his last interview on April 8 to The Context Magazine ( ctxt).

soemi
soemi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Naomi" being its meaning:<br>It is a Jewish woman's name which
means sweetness in Hebrew, the name of a character in the old testament that appears in the book of Ruth, a woman
married and enviudada of a son of Naomi maobita. The author of the book is unknown to us and probably wrote it after
the captivity of Babylon. It presents Ruth as the model of all virtues of Judaism, despite being a moabitess. Through her,
her mother-in-law Naomi will receive all the blessings of the Lord.

sois
2 person plural of the present indicative form of the verb to be does exist, entity or identity. This word is also used as an
aid to form the passive voice, is irregular and very similar in all the Indo-European language families.



soletas
They are crackers made from egg, sugar, flour and otroos elements smoothies and baked for 15 minutes to take with
coffee or afternoon tea. Also called languages of cat or Lady fingers

solisombra
Also sun and shade: Mix in equal parts sweet anise, for example from Chinchón, and brandy or cognac.  An alcoholic
beverage traditionally widely consumed in rural areas after eating.  

son habas contadas
Popular expression that refers, as our Open Dictionary points out, to things that are clear and patent and that do not
admit discussion.  And also to things of an exact and usually scarce quantity.  The origin of the expression seems to be
in the votes of certain ancient institutions, both religious and secular, to make community decisions, using white beans
for yes and black beans for no.  It seems that Freemasonry also used this procedure. 

sonorenses
Plural of Sonoran, natural and belonging to Sonora, one of the 31 federal States of Mexico, located to the Northeast next
to the Gulf of California with a mountainous area and another desert; It has more than 2 million and half of inhabitants.
Its most important city is Hermosillo with just over 700,000.

sonrisa vertical
External female sexual organ that receives plenty of names, whose lips, according to some poets, outlines a vertical
smile. The publishing Tusquets has used this name for called a collection literary erotic from 1977 promoted especially
by the filmmaker Spanish Luis Garcia Berlanga and whose first prize was awarded to Camilo José Cela by the unusual
and glorious feat of the cipote of Archidona. The contest that left be convened a few years from 2004, seems that it has
become.

soñar con anzuelos incrustados en la cara
The psychoanalysis of the Freudian believes that dreams are symbolically manifested our unconscious problems, often
related to our childhood experiences. My common sense tells me that this dream is an expression of anguish. The
causes are always personal and varied, but it seems that he reveals distressing fear something.

soñar con limpiar frijol
I agree with Juan Eduardo in which there is no scientific dream interpretation and objective. Any interpretation is
subjective and relative to school psychological from which is made and even arbitrariness of the person who interprets.
One of the interpretations more consistent is the psychoanalysis that not only seeks the meaning of dream content but
your emotional relationship with the dreamer. It is not the same dream with esbotar beans in the kitchen of my
grandfather in a pleasant situation as esbotar beans with anguish. What is certain is that dreams are expressions of our
unconscious, which, in the opinion of the sicoanalistas, dominated by two contrary instincts, creative instinct and the
thanatos, libido or destructive instinct.

sopapo
Slap: Of so -, prefix derived from sub-, low, below and papo, double chin, bottom of the mug or face which can be bulky. 
Once as in this area or in the face with the hand, slap, slap, smack, his hand, cake, cookie, cheek, reverse, mamporro,
mamporrazo, chestnut, slap, host, hostiazo.

soplanucas
Active homosexual, porculero, that is given after the recipient or nucasoplada or muerdealmohadas. Each one can enjoy



of the life as you of it wins, whenever not do harm to anyone. But things are difficult to understand.

sorpasso
Internationalized Italian term that means overtaking. It was first used as economic term in 1987 when Italy ahead of
United Kingdom GDP ( 41 gross domestic product; Now also used as a political term to indicate the overtaking of one
party with respect to another or others in voting in polls ( almost all result from a good kitchen ) or in the election results.

sorropotún
Dish of the gastronomy of Cantabria and Asturias, almost equivalent to the Basque marmitako.  It is a stew of potatoes
with bonito from the north that fishermen made in their incursions through the Cantabrian Sea.  He is now the
gastronomic star of San Vicente de la Barquera and other places on the Cantabrian coast. 

sosias
It is the person who bears such resemblance with another that may be confused with it. The name derives from the work
of the Latin playwright Plautus Anphitruo ( Host ) in which mercury is passed by lookalike, servant of general host to help
Jupiter to seduce Alcmene, wife of the general. The role of the look-alike may be fraudulent or agreed or simply an
imitation as the Elvis Presley that abound in our culture. It is said that some characters of the 20th century had its
look-alike as a security measure. Such was the case of Churchill, Hitler, Franco, Stalin, Saddam Husein, Isabel II and
the same Pablo VI.

sosieganiños
Plant our abandoned fields of the resedaceous family, which also call farolilla, gualdilla, gualdón, wild reseda,
sesamoide menor ( reseda phyteuma ), whose hardened seeds were used for children's rattles. 

sostenella y no enmendalla
Old Castilian for sustaining it and not amending it.  Expression that indicates contumacious persistence in an improper
or wrong idea or attitude, proud stubbornness disguised as false honor originated surely in the attitudes of medieval
knights or nobles who fought in duel for a take away those straws there. 

sotilesa
sotilesa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "sotileza" being its meaning:<br>Novel manners of urban
environment and sailor from the city of Santander at the end of the 19th century Carlist ideology José María Pereda and
realistic Cantabrian writer, Member of the Royal Spanish Academy, also author of other works such as penalties, of
such suit, like son, puchera, the flavor of the tierruca despite being Carlist maintained friendship with Galdós and
Leopoldo Alas " Clarin ".

spolia opima
Spolia opima : Rich spolios , copious trophies consisting of weapons , armor and shield of the defeated enemy in
individual combat replacing battles between armies .  It seems that there were three counted cases of spolia opima
because Rome with its legions had victory almost certainly.  In the first Romulus killed Agronomus, king of the ceninetes,
in the confrontation of the Rapture of the Sabines in which the Romans were short of women, as Plutarch tells us in
Parallel Lives. 

statu
Ablative case of the noun Latin status - us, State, position, situation, position, Government. In our language we use the
Latinism statu quo, " in the State in which " alluding to a cultural, social, economic situation or any other.



staurotheto
Biblical Hellenism.  From the verb stauroô, fencing, Fortify with United stakes, crucify, destroy.  It is the 3rd person
singular of the imperative aorist passive of this verb, be crucified, crucify him, gives the order to be crucified, what are
you waiting, Pontius.

stinken
German verb meaning stink, smell

su merced
Pronoun second singular person in old Spanish, used since the end of the middle ages as a courtesy or treatment
formula between the ordinary people or those who did not have a title, equivalent to your worship, your worship,
vuesamerced, vuesamerce, vusted, Marquise, you, uste, metaplasmos your worship, and also to you or you. This
pronoun is now used mostly in the interior of Colombia ( linguistic remnants of colonization ) and also sumerced or its
metaplasm sumercé, colombianismo recognized by the Academy.

suantamente
suantamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tersely" being its meaning:<br>With brevity and
conciseness, stance, concisely, succinctly, or, in a nutshell, summarily, precisely. Passive participle succinctus - to -
verb succingo um: roll up sleeves, stick, collect.

subcinericio
From Latin sub, under and cinis cineris, ash : it is under the ash.  It used to be said of the sourdough bread that was
cooked on the cold or under the hot ashes, especially among Hispanic Jews.

suberse el pavo al campanario
Climb the turkey on the bell tower or just climb someone's turkey.  They are verbal locutions equivalent to reddening the
face or blushing.  What usually happens, more in some people, because of the emotions we feel from falling in love to
animosity.  Adrenaline accelerates blood circulation which manifests itself in the face with redness, warmth and
suffocation. 

subflubial
subflubial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sub" being its meaning:<br>Word of Latin Etymology: sub:
below and fluvius fluvii: River, running water; Therefore, as Stephen said, and since it is adjective means what is under
River

substanciarse
Verb substantiate pronominalmente used with the enclitic pronoun " is " 3rd person which means substantiate,
summarize, extract, summarize, condense, recapitulate, synthesize, realize, resolve. Legally carry a process until the
end.

subtracto
subtracto is incorrectly written and it should be written as "substrate or substrate" being its meaning:<br>Latin
Etymology: substratum, past participle of substerno which means spread, cover, cover: " what is extended under 34. It is
the layer or level which is below another or others constituting its basis, in which the other levels are supported. This
word is applicable to all the semantic fields; linguists, gardeners, geologists, chemists, biologists use it...



suburra
Also subura, vast and populous neighborhood of ancient Rome located between the hills of the Quirinal, the Viminal and
the Esquilino inhabited by poor people living in subhuman conditions, where thrived at ease all kinds of criminals,
Hitmen, magnifying glasses and bad people live. The word has the same origin as suburb, sub: below and urbs urbis:
City.

subyaciente
underlying is incorrectly written, and should be written as "underlying" being its meaning:<br>Present participle of
underlie, from the Latin verb subicio subicis subicere subieci subiectum ( sub iaceo: be under, lie, pitched ): what is
under something else, so it sometimes is not, but that is usually the cause or reason for what it sees

sucumben
3rd person plural of the present indicative form of the verb to succumb which means give up, give in to difficulties or
pressures, quit and give up the fight, submit, surrender, surrender, collapsing physically and mentally. It also means to
die, die, die, fenecer.

sueño estigio
Stygian sleep means death. Styx, in Greek mythology, was a goddess, daughter of ocean and Tethys or daughter of
Erebus ( 41 darkness; and Nix ( 41 night; according to others, who epitomized the Stygian Lake, surrounding the
entrance to Hades or underworld. The old Charon was responsible for crossing it in your boat with the soul of the
deceased to bring it closer to the entrance, where it was the gatekeeper, a great dog with three heads ( others say that
fifty ) and a snake's tail so that no one left that place. At the entrance you could read: " who, between here, abandon all
hope ". The Romans put a coin under the tongue of the deceased to pay Charon.   "The passage of the Styx 34 lagoon;
It is a small and beautiful picture ( 60 per 100 cms ) of the Flemish painter Joachim Patinir ( 16th century ) from the
museo del Prado of Madrid

suerte en caló
Caló, also called zincalo or Iberian romani, language is a variant of romani it talking in Spain, France, Portugal, Brazil
and some other sites, more than 100,000 people, influenced by the Romance languages, especially Spanish, which is
not recognized or protected by the State, perhaps for being very minority, because the Roma has never been very
integrated and has even lived in certain connivance with certain forms of crime which also manifests itself in the
language. Despite all the Spanish picked up from the Caló words as gachi, biruji, crappy, gachó, pitingo... Sustiri means
luck, fate, but fate, perhaps, lottery, future.

suficjo algia
Also the suffix - algico, infixes - alg - and - something - and the prefixes alg--algeo-, algesi-, algio - and -derived from the
Greek algos algou which means pain. They are mostly medical terms such as neuralgia, headache, podalgia, gonalgia,
algofilia, algofobia, algospasmo, Algology, algolagnia, etc.

sufijo tropico
-Tropic and also - tropio trope, - troop,-tropia are suffixes that are derived from the Greek tropos tropou: return address
and also, expressive form, style, forming words as entropic, heliotropico, eutropico, hidrotropico and tigmotropico. It can
also operate as - trop - infix or prefix trop-, tropo-, trof-.

sufijo voro vora
Suffixes for the male and the female, derived from the Latin verb voro voras vorare meaning eat, devour; Therefore the
meaning of " eating " and are equivalent to the Greek - phage,-Fagan. We are thus words such as herbivore, carnivore,
Insectivores, omnivores.



sufragio religioso
In latin suffragium means not only vote, also help, please, social approval. Why the religious vote in the Catholic
Christian area was any normally aid making Christians the Church as an institution so intercede for deceased relatives.
These subsidies now often made indirectly, through Red Cross or other NGOs, with an intention to simply solidarity, but
in parishes, where every day go fewer people, continue through brush or the basket.

sufr¿tice
sufr tice is incorrectly written and it should be written as "suffrutex" being its meaning:?<br>Latin Etymology ( sub: below
and frutex fruticis: Bush, 41 branches. Plant small semiarbustiva lignificada only at the base, such as lavender, thyme,
the senecio or Rue.

sugi
Japanese name of a conifer of the family of the taxodiaceas which the English called Japanese cedar, although it is not
strictly a cedar but more resembling a Sequoia or a Cypress.  Name Cryptomeria japonica, is the national tree of the
Japan, with certain sacredness as our cypress trees.  It is an ornamental and timber tree.

sui geniris
sui geniris is incorrectly written and should be written as "sui generis" being its meaning:<br>It is a Latinism in singular
genitive meaning " at the foot of the letter 34 gender;. In Spanish it means special, exceptional, own and exclusive of
who or what is said

sujetivo
subjective is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Subjective" being its meaning:<br>In the field of philosophy
which means own cognoscente subject in opposition to what is typical of the known object, because the knowledge is
understood as a subject-object relationship. Subjective in the normal language, " " It means " making assessments or
assessments concerned " " which is not neutral ". Which is subjective is based more on the feelings or emotions that
cold rationality to know or assess the reality.

suministren
3rd person plural present subjunctive of the verb to supply, derived from the Latin supply or dispense sumministras 40
sumministrare; sub-: below and Minister - as - are: serving ). The etymology refers to the situation of slavery in antiquity.
Provide means to provide or provide something necessary, supply, supply, furnish, grant...

superbus
Latin word ( singular masculine adjective ) which means superb, proud, insolent, sometimes, also great, excellent. The
last King of Rome was Tarquinius the proud (Lucius Tarquinius Superbus ) It was expelled from the city with his family
by his cruelty and his son the year 509 a. d. C., starting then the Republic that lasted five centuries

superga
Hill near Turin next to the Po River in northwestern Italy where the Basilica of Superga is located, beautiful church in
which lie kings of the House of Savoy.  Next to it a monument commemorates the Superga Tragedy, a plane crash in
which Il Grande Torino players died in 1949. 

superhombre
We usually define him as a superior man, but what exactly does it mean? Are we not equal in dignity and rights? The
American Superman tendto to conceive him as someone who has great technical power, sometimes very destructive
with the bad guys, who always acts from a Callian position to the stale Western mode.  The other Superman is cultural



to Friedrich Nietzsche's vitalist mode.  This is not only the most evolved man at the aesthetic and biological level, the
Aryan race, also at the cultural level, the one that is beyond good and evil, which has surpassed the morale of Christian
slaves, the substitute for God, which is dianoidal vital instinct and will unlimited power.

superioridad masculina
In what? in dignity and rights? That's machismo, position that there are still some cafre which defends it, but I think that
less and less.  If we speak of delicacy and education in humane treatment, of patience with patients and in the education
of children the women take us much advantage and not why we say that they are superior.  We are different, but not in
terms of superioridad-inferioridad but equality.

superproparoxitono
superproparoxitono is incorrectly written, and should be written as "superproparoxitono" as meaning:<br>In classical
Greek words could carry 40 acute accent; ´ 41, serious (' ) or circumflex ( ^ ). The acute accent could fall on the last and
penultimate and antepenultimate syllable called then the word oxitona, paroxitona or proparoxitona respectively, which
obviously equals our words sharp, flat, or esdrújulas. In Spanish we have also sobreesdrujulas words that amount to the
superproparoxitonas that did not exist in classical Greek.

superyó
Also superego, as Jorge Luis said. In addition to the meaning that our colleague, has sent the super-ego is a structure of
Sikhism interpreted by Freud that internalizing the norms and prohibitions in the process of socialization, rules and
prohibitions symbolized in the figure of the father. This structure is in contrast to the ( id ) or drives and unconscious
dual-directional desires: eros and thanatos ( creative instinct, and instinct destroyer ). Between both bodies ( superego
and id ) Freud puts 40 ego; I ) as a balancer.

supino
From the Latin adjective supinus - a - um, lying back, lying down face up, opposite pronus - a - um, leaned forward, lying
face down. It can also be a noun, a Latin verbal mode which provides thematic root gives passive participles and which
may appear accusative or ablative functioning sometimes as final, as in the expression difficile dictu prayer: hard to say.
By its prefix sub, below, down, has also partnered him with the idea submission or helplessness while bending
backwards and also with the vagueria and laziness as in the expression supine ignorance that is guilty for not wanting to
or do not dare to know.

supletivo
From the Latin suppletivus and the verb suppleo , complete, add, suplir .  Relating to substitution, replacement,
replacement or exchange.  It is usually said, for example, of verbs that have several lexical roots, such as the verb to be
or the verb to go.  The irregularity of our verb ir alternates radicals from the Latin verbs ire ( iba ) , vadere ( voy ) and
esse ( fui ) . 

supraceleste
The students of Madrid who aspire to enter the University have examined today's philosophy calls selectivity tests. They
have had to choose between a text by Nietzsche of the Gaya science and another of the Phaedo of Plato, are how not?
In this text speaks Plato of the nature and immortality of the soul and how, when we die, the soul back to the spiritual
world, dream world, the world of ideas, the supraceleste world. According to early Christians heaven, what is beyond the
physical sky thinking popular; but this supraceleste world isn't physical or spatial for Plato nor for Christian theologians.
The simple people conceive it located above, where everything is soft, transparent as air.

supraestructura
In the sociological analysis of Marxism philosophy that emerged in the 19th century, which, according to many, is the



philosophy of our time, but lately has forgotten us, defends the existence of infrastructures and social superstructures.
Superstructures or superstructures are derived and structures caused by the current economic system to justify it and
consolidate it, such as religion, law, philosophy, political system...Why Marxism attacks not go against them but against
the economic infrastructure privately owned, Foundation of capitalism.

supraorbital
It is an adjective that does not support RAE. It would derive from the latin orbit orbitae: footprint that leaves a wagon
wheel and this, in turn, from orbis orbis: wheel, circle with the prefix supra - that means " " above, " up " It would be what
is above or outside of the orbit that is the path that describes a physical body in its motion around another more mass
under the gravitational force. The SAR supports intraorbital to it would be the antonym.

supremacismo
A term that the Academy has promised to recognize.  Indicates the ideology that advocates the superiority of a race, a
racial, national, or cultural group entitled to the social domain ocultural over others or, as now in Spain, with the right to
independence of the rest of the country, based on the superiority language and Catalan culture in direct confrontation
with those who defend the supremacy of Spanish: Nosaltres sols.

suprimiera
It is the 1st and 3rd person singular preterite imperfect of the verb subjunctive delete which means eliminate, eradicate,
undo, remove, abolish, remove, remove...

suptipo
Qualifying category lower than the rate used in the world of logic and biology, especially Botany, and other scientific
disciplines.

sup¿rstite
Surviving: Term of legal use derived from the latin superstes superstitis, survivor, surviving others. It is primarily from the
spouse who survives the death of the other, the widower or widow.   " The inheritance of the surviving spouse be
affected if this enter into new nuptials ".

suripanta
The origin of this term, which has already been defined by the comrades, is in the refrain of the chorus girls of the
operetta buffa of which Furoya speaks, "the young Telemachus" of the nineteenth-century writer Eusebio Blasco.  The
refrain in a false Greek sang thus: Suri panta , la suri panta , / macatruqui de somatén; / Sun Fáribun , Sun Faribén , /
Maca Trúpiten Sangasimén .  .  .  . The operetta was performed in 1866 at the Teatro Variedades on Calle de la
Magdalena with great success.  People began to call the girls in the chorus suripantas, with their cheerful and somewhat
unkempt lives.  Then came the RAE in 1925, much more rigid in its appraisals and sentenced: A vile, dishonest and
unseemly woman. 

sursum corda
Latinism taken from the preface of the Mass, used by the officiant since the 3rd century, when Christians were still
persecuted, meaning "up hearts".  The faithful answered: Habemus ad dominum, we have them raised to the Lord.  The
expression eventually became the noun sursuncorda, stereotypical character of great power for better or worse.

susana seivane
The best gaiteira of Spain, born in Barcelona in 1976, family of artisans Galician Pipers, sponsored by Milladoiro.  It is a
joy to see it playing the bagpipes.  Mares de tempo u Os sonos volven are works of Susana who participated in various



concerts and festivals as de Ortigueira Celtic music which takes place in the month of July.

suso y yuso
Also ayuso.  Adverbs of old Castilian mean up and down.  Before very seldom used.  The monastery of San Millán de la
Cogolla live Augustinian monks recoletos itself consists of two monasteries: St. Millán de Suso, above, in whose caves
lived in the 6th century St. Millán and his fellow hermits.  Currently nobody lives there.  It is State-owned since the
confiscation of Mendizábal.  In San Millán de Yuso, which was built centuries later, now living the Augustinian Friars and
it is international research center of Spanish.

sustanciero
Office, now disappeared, of the years of hunger and misery of our post-war period which they also called savor.  "The
suso has arrived."  Thus was announced this character that he had tied with a rope a ham or cow bone that he
introduced by a fat bitch for a few minutes in the pout of the poor or by a peseta for a quarter of an hour.  It remained
until the 1960s.

sustantivo colectivo de vaca
The collective cow is cow. In almost all the villages of Castilla y León has traditionally existed the blemish: from spring all
cows in the village were taken to communal pastures and well-kept, per shift, (  " the 34 Roda;  ) by residents of the
village. Today there are few cows: European economic policy?

suum cuique tribuere
Latinism .  Give to each one what belongs to him, one of the pillars of Roman Law established by the jurist Ulpian,
(Gnaeus Domitius Annius Ulpian), tutor and advisor to Emperor Alexander Severus.  The full expression that appears in
Justinian's Digest is this: Iuris praecepta sunt haec : Honeste vivere , alterum non laedere , suum cuique tribuere .   ( D .
 1 . 1 . 10 . 1 .  )  .  These are the precepts of law: live honestly, do no harm to anyone and give everyone their own. 

svetia
Sweetener product in the food market, misleading for diabetics and other diets that are intended to reduce calories.
Market techniques mislead the unwary because of the phonetic and graphic similarity of svetia with stevia, plant ( stevia
rebaudiana ) and derivative of it, product marketed in the European Union from 2011, although in Latin America has
been used as a sweetener for centuries. Stevia does not add calories, that is the ideal sweetener for diabetics: not
raises glucose in blood, but yes brings vitamins and other elements as opposed to other non-natural sweeteners.

swag
Short for swagger, in English, bragging, showing off, walking in a way arrogant and thuggish. It is a style and mode of
dress, behave and relate on the part of the youth class average high in the U.S. and Central Europe, linked to rap and
hip hop, which almost forms a nonconformist, irreverent and countercultural movement. These young people often dress
in comfortable, spacious and sporty clothes, sagging pants in excess, sleeveless t-shirts, crossed visor caps, hanging
chains and piercings. Come on, who want to draw attention. A follower of this style is the singer Justin Bieber. For some
swag is an acronym for Secretly We Are Gays ( we are secretly gay ).

swinger
International movement of sexual exchange of couples, of the English to swing, change, based on the absence of
taboos and full freedom, sincerity and mutual respect, seeking the satisfaction of sexual fantasies. Some consider this
behavior as perverted and obsessed sex. Others consider it a normal without deception or moral taboos, that it does not
hurt anyone and is therefore fully legitimate.



sxe
Acronym of the Straight Edge movement, born in the subculture of Hardcore Punk in the USA in the 80s, which
promotes a life clean of alcohol, drugs and promiscuous sex with ecological, vegetarian and libertarian attitudes.  The
central X is their symbol that they put on the back of their hands, because in the beginning the underage members of a
musical band were marked like this so as not to supply them with alcohol.  The Straight Edge of Madrid said a few years
ago: Freedom is not drunk, it is not smoked, it is not sniffed.  Freedom is conquered.  They had problems with justice
because of the gag law. 

tabaco del diablo
Plant native to Chile of the family of the campanulaceas of the genus lobelia, smoked and considered sacred by the
mapuche or araucano, Amerindian village of very showy red flowers. It secretes a hallucinogenic and abortive, latex also
used therapeutically to combat tobacco addiction and lung conditions. It is also called tupa.

tabarense
Most common tabarés, of Tábara, zamorano municipality of the easternmost foothills of the Sierra de la Culebra, where
the monastery of San Salvador de Tábara was founded in the reign of Alfonso III, last king of Asturias and first of León,
in whose scriptorium the Mozarabic codex of the Blessed , which we currently have in the National Historical Archive of
Madrid. 

tabarnia
Tabarnia: Crasis of Tarragona and Barcelona.  Term coined by the Barcelona platform is not contrary to the catalan
separatism Catalonia to create a new different from Catalonia autonomous region, using the same arguments of the
separatists.  It would thus divide urban and cosmopolitan rich Constitutionalist majority vote, rural and poor, ( Lleida and
Girona ) voting more independence and more taking into account that in the first a Deputy procurement needs of more
than 45. 000 votes while that in the latter would only be needed 20. 000 votes.  Almost certainly that the joke will not be
successful as either the proces

tabernazo
Localism of Castilla. Balls of twigs and leaves abnormally accumulated at the end of the branches of some trees such as
pine. You can see in the pinares de Arevalo in Ávila

tabla de verdad
Verifying method of the values of truth or falsity of the statements of the logic propositional, consisting of the
combination of all values of truth and falsity of propositions to determine the final values of statements that can be
tautologies or laws, if all values are true; contradictions, if all are false and indeterminations, if some true and the other
false. Is, for example, the statement p or not p; as it is a statement of order one, as there is a single proposition, the
combination will be two values: true - false and false - true, that by the definition of the disjunction will give us true in
both cases. It is the beginning of third excluded: to be or not to be, that is the question.

taboritas
Radical political-religious movement of the Husita Reformation of Bohemia (in the present Czech Republic) in the
fifteenth century, originating in the city of Tabor, name they took from the passage of the synoptics that speaks of the
transfiguration of Christ on Mount Tabor.  They abolished private property and rejected any religious hierarchy.  In the
early sixteenth century they created the Unitas Fratrum, the base church of the later Brotherhood of Moravia.

tabula peutingeriana
Peutinger's table, German humanist of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, who published in Antwerp for the first time a
cartographic approximation of the known world, elaborated from the 4th century, which is rather an itinerary of the roads



of the Roman Empire in which what interests a are the distances because geography is very distorted.  The oldest copy
is from the 13th-century monk Colmar on a parchment roll 34 cm wide by 675 long with 12 segments.

taculo
They possibly wanted to say " 34 tapaculo;. If so it is a shrub whose fruits contain lots of vitamin c and plant infusions
are astringent: it's wild rose or rosa canina wild rose, also called astur Leonese agavanzal, agavanzo or hips than in
spring has beautiful flowers.

tafonomía
From Greek taphos, tomb, tomb and nomos, rule, rule, law.  Discipline of Paleontology that studies the processes of
fossilization of living beings that lived in past times.  The application of this knowledge to human remains studies in order
to determine the circumstances of death has led to forensic taponomy.

tajibos
Plural of tajibo, national tree of Venezuela, of the bignoniaceae family, also called araguaney, zapatillo, zapito, oak,
canahuate, aravenei, guayacán, ( handroanthus chrysanthus ) while the Venezuelans called guayacan to another tree,
the guaiacum officinale, the zygophyllacae family. Beautiful yellow flowering occurs at the end of winter.

tajuela
In ready (Zamora ) game's aim of boys with flat stones, so that they slide smoothly on the ground, being launched
against two frameworks that are far from each other about 30 or 40 meters. It is also called tajuela the stone flat in each
of the four players competing two against two.

tal que así
Modal adverbial locution : in this way that I show you, in the way I tell you, as well, in this way, (indicating the speaker
the mode to the listeners). 

talasa
Thalassa: I like the explanation of this Greek expression which makes furoya. Also the Greek world excites me. As our
colleague, Greek mercenaries who supported to Cyrus the younger against his brother Artajerjes II, after being defeated
in the battle of Cunaxa and after a long journey of return through Armenia, spotted the Black Sea this shouted with joy.
The withdrawal was directed, among others, by Xenophon as the Spartan general Clearchus was beheaded with one
another after trying to negotiate with Artaxerxes. The text of the Anabasis it translated in high school in Spain with the
students of Humanities.

talcualillo
talcualillo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "talcualico" being its meaning:<br>Diminutive loving talcual,
equivalent to similar or same, typical of the astur-leones, as when say rapacico or pajarico, even closing it or end u
rapacicu or pajaricu.

tamaño
In addition to noun, which defines our Dictionary, it can also be an adjective derived from the Latin "tam magnus", so
large, that it can also mean so small or very large or very small. 

tamayazo
Journalistic term with which a blakless political fraud or corruption is designated in Spain such as that which took place



at the madrid Community assembly of 30 June 2003 in the vote to elect the president of the community.  Two Socialist
Deputies (Eduardo Tamayo and María Teresa Sáez) were absent, who did not reappear.  So he vanished most of the
left and ruled right.

tambeta
tambeta is incorrectly written, and should be written as "tembetá" being its meaning:<br>It is a Guaraní voice ( tembe: lip
and ita: stone ): stone of the lip. It is a metal, wood or bone rod, more or less thick, that members of some Amerindian
tribes are placed under the lower lip as a sign of sexual maturity as a protective amulet of evil spirits and diseases,
which made a hole on the top of the Chin and below the lower lip, hole that could widen considerably.

tampoco y tan poco
Nor: Adverb that adds a denial to another former or an unconvincing, inconvenience or adverse circumstance. For
example: I don't want to go and you either. It is so stupid that it deserves two milks. Well, it isn't so. So little are two
adverbs comparative one and another amount or a comparative adverb and an adjective that entail a second term led by
the conjunction than to a clause. For example: the change was so insignificant that nobody noticed it. He drank so little
he was dehydrated. A very simple system to know if we have to write it together or separately is to replace it with so
little. If we can, it is separate.

tan es así que
Better so much so.  An angry comparative construction in which the discourse is reaffirmed immediately before showing
some evidence in the second part of the comparison.  The expression would be equivalent to this other : See if it is true
what I tell you that.  .  . 

tanatosis
From Greek thánatos, death.  Mechanism of defense of some animals that are made dead in the face of some danger. 

tantin
Tantin: In Aliste, diminutive little, a poquin, a cachin. Here is relatively frequent form the diminutive suffix - in: Tad,
Juanin, gatin, rapacin, Guy, little one. You John, do you want bread? -Only a tantin.

tanxugueira
Declared word do ano 2021 on the page of the RAG (Royal Galician Academy) Portal das Palabras .  Zootoponym of
many areas of Galicia, alteration of tenxugueira, place of teixugos, badgers.  Words from other years have also been
nós, sentidiño, afouteza, irmandade.  .  . 

tañaburra
Thus called my perfectly a bird similar to the Wagtail or Sandpiper ashore, though it is less elegant and has somewhat
shorter tail.  The Wheatear (oenanthe oenanthe), is insectivorous and migratory species.

tañeron
3rd person plural of the preterite perfect simple verb to touch, ( from latin tango tangis tangere meaning to finger-mark
something as an instrument and also sound, i.e. Emit a sound that 41 instrument;

taqui
Prefix of Greek origin derived from tachys tacheia tachy, quick, fast, with which we form words as shorthand,
taquimetria, taquimeca, tachycardia, tachypnea...



taquicárdica
Feminine of tachycardic, adjective of tachycardia, medical term of Greek origin: From tachys, fast, fast and kardia, heart.
 If the pulsations of our heart accelerate for no apparent reason it is a warning that something is not going.  If the heart
accelerates after an effort, then it is normal.  

tarabanco
In bable alistano is any large, old, useless junk that clogs. Also applies sometimes disparagingly to people.

tarabilla
Grinder artisan wood than turning the propeller with the wind makes noise and scares the birds when the grapes are
ripe. It is an effective scarecrow in the region of Aliste (Zamora ).

tararí que te ví
Tararí that I saw you : Or I simply hummed, onomatopoeic sound of the trumpet touch, is a colloquial adverbial locution
of denial with some nuance of mockery to indicate that the facts happened against what was expected or will act against
what was proposed by another.  It therefore indicates non-compliance with what is promised or expected or disbelief.  It
equates to a non-angry or a "nothing, cute" or a "come already" or a "no, man, no."  A different sense of expression
indicates unexpected surprise.  

tardiego
My perfectly ashore late, birth or develops later than normal.  He says animal or agricultural fruit.  The lambs that were
born from the month of February were considered to be tardiegos.

targa
They are the initials of " 34 highly active antiretroviral therapy; It consists of several drugs and aims to decrease the
amount of virus in the blood and increase the number of CD4 lymphocytes improve the expectations of the patient with
AIDS.

tarja
From French targe.  In our post-war Castiles, poor childhood of our memories! it was a wooden cane or square in which
the owner of the tavern or food store made notches to point out the legit.  The cane or wood was in the hands of the
buyer one half and the other in those of the legitator.  Then some drank in the tavern on tarja, that is, the legit one,
because, as they said, it was a inconvenience to carry many coins in his pocket and the bartender understood it. 

tartaruga
In Galician, Italian and Portuguese, turtle, term derived in origin from the Greek Tartars, the Tartarus, the underground
place of Hell, from where the ancients supposed that the toads, snakes and other reptiles came. 


